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NewsBriq/s
Road race set
There will be a five-kilometer run and a two-mile
fitness walk presented by
the Kentuckessee Finish
Line on 3 p.m. Sunday,
March 16 at the Kentucky
Dam State Park campground in Gilbertsville.
The race/walk will include
a scenic view of Kentucky
Dam, door prizes and
awards, drinks and snacks,
traffic control and several
aid stations. The course
will be both flat and fast.
The entry fee is $12 and
must be postmarked by
March I0. Late entry fees
after March I0 are $ 15
and will be accepted at the
start of the race. Race
packets will be available
the morning of the race
and can be picked up prior
to race time.
Proceeds will help promote running and walking
through the Kentuckessee
Racer Running Club. For
more information, call
Keith Abell at 527-8692 or
e-mail
at
abellkO I
@msumusik.mursuky.edu.

Organizations need
volunteer help
The Calloway County
Senior C itizens needs volunteers interested in starting an ongoing line dancing
class or giving a presentation on line dancing.
The 4-H Council and the
Main Street Youth Center
need .. volunteers with
sewing experience on Saturdays in March. If interested, call 762-61 17 or
762-3808.

•

Compiled by Katie Thomas,
staff

Nationl3riejs
' McVeigh•s lawyers
won•t seek de lay
Timothy
McVeigh's
lawyers decided yesterday
. not to seek a delay in his
• trial despite a newspaper
story on · his purported
confession in the Oklahoma City bombing.
• The defense team made
•
• the decision after disoptions
with
cussing
McVeigh and then meeting
with U.S. District Judge
Richard Marsch and prosecutors. Jury selection will
start as scheduled on
March 31.

Physician receives
• sentence for rape
•

•
•

•
.
'
'

..

An emergency room
doctor accused of twice
raping a IS-year-old girl at
a drunken party was sentenced to I I months in
jail, but the judge may
lighten the punishment.
Dr. Chris Endfinger,
charged with four felony
counts, pleaded no contest
Monday
to
reduced
charges.
He was accused of raping the girl in the shower
after she vomited from
drinking, and a second
time in bed.

Compiled by Bruce Rudd,
online editor.
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Water
damages
campus
buildings
•Safety: Murray S tate
dries out after a weekend
of punishing rain that
damaged buildings and
property on campus.
8 Y BRIAN H ENSON
STAFF W RITER

Murray, along with most of
the state and surrounding
region, was hit by one of
strongest rainstorms in recent
years this weekend. AB customary with such storms, Mother
Nature did her share of damage.
According to Dennis Sleighter
of the National Weather Service
in Paducah, the Murray-Paducah area received as much as six
inches of rain. The nearby counties of Hopkins, Caldwell and
Webster accumulated as many
as nine inches.
Rain was falling at a rate of
five to ten inches an hour in fiveto 10-minute intervals during
the weeken<41with three inches
falling in a single hour in Murray.
This massive amount of rainfall in such a short period of time
caused considerable problems at
several locations around campus.
Charles Outland, assistant
director of facilities manage·
ment, said problems have continued to appear following the
storm.
"Every day we keep finding
something else that the mois·
ture has rendered useless," he
said.
One of the most evident prob·
lems occurred during Friday
night's high school basketball
tournament at Racer Arena.
According to Joe Green, assistant director of Public Safety,
water seeped into the area
underneath the floor and began
to leak out onto the court while
one of the games was in
progress.
Shortly after the conclusion of
play that night, maintenance
crews used wet-dry vacuums to
remove the · water from beneath
the floor panels.
Credit was gi.ven to mainte·
nance crews by a member of the
Racers' training staff who
believed their quick action saved
the floor from serious damage.
The report was not as positive
at Waterfield Library, however.
High winds and heavy rainfalls led to water leakage on the

east end of the lower level.
Water came in around the edges
of a door that has not had a
proper frame surrounding it for
some time, according to Nancy
Jones of the library department.
This water damaged several
bookstacks, but was vacuumed
up soon after the incident. workers cleaned up other damage
caused by the water to prevent
the carpet from mildewing. Also,
a seal has been ordered to place
around the door to prevent such
accidents in the future.
The Pogue Library also suffered water damage due to a bro·
ken sump pump, which ordinarily pumps out water that has
leaked into areas surrounding it.
The pump could not keep up
with the rapidly-rising water
and eventually stopped working.
Outland said that a new pump
will cost the University approximately $400 to $500 to replace.
At press time, this was the
only estimate available on any of
the campus flood damage.
There was damage reported
from other parts of campus as
welL
Facilities Management reported that three rooms in Wilson
Hall require new ceiling tiles.
Also, the Johnson Theater took
on water and the swimming pool
mechanical room in Carr Health
was flooded.
Wrather Museum sustained
damage when existing cracks in
the south and west walls gave
way to seeping water, forming
several stains.
In the parking lot of the Curris
Center as well as one of the loading docks at the Collins I&T
building and behind Waterfield
Library, flooding was so severe
that several cars were partly
submerged.
Additionally, manhole covers
were reportedly blown off
because of the water backing up
in the storm drains.
In the residential colleges,
strong winds caused rainwater
to come in around some windows
1
in rooms on th e south side of
several buildings. However ,
there was no substantial damage reported.
Outland, like many, was surprised at the tremendous
amount of rain.
"We had some water deeper on
campus than any of the workers
had ever remembered seeing,"
he said.

Danny VoweiiNisual Editor

Two cars rest In a fi eld off of Highway 272 east
of Hurray after being swe pt away d uring this

weekend's floods. The floods caused much damage throughout the region,
'

Seth Dixon/staff

Damase done behind Po gue
Special Colle ctio ns Library
during heavy raJns this past
weekend.

Seth Dixon/staff

A motorist is forced from his car due to rising water. Heavy rains
caused flooding in Hopkinsville on Sunday.

Officials give flood tips
emergency calls, they don't
need more people getting in
their way," said Green, who
emphasized the importance of
keeping out of low-lying areas.
"People need to stay indoors
and out of harms way, because
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
when they are driving around
REPORTER
in that kind of weather, they
Although University stu- are a hazard to themselves and
others."
dents concerned about the to Calloway
County Sheriff
threat of a flash flood should be Stan Scott, who sent a rescue
relieved to learn that the city of squad to save a group of innerMurray was built on a hill, tubing adventure-seekers who
local authorities are alarmed jumped off a bridge into rising
by the number of motorists and waters over the weekend,
sightseers who braved last warns against driving on floodweekend's severe weather.
ed roads, especially for drivers
The heavy rains that fell on of new cars.
Murray Friday and Saturday
"The major problem we have
subsided within a few hours is people driving through water
thanks to the city's geographic because people don't realize
location, but MSU Public Safe- that if the water is moving, it
ty Associate Director Joe Green can sweep a car off the road,"
says such conditions are still he said. "A lot of newer car
models are lower to the road
dangerous.
"A lot of people like to be and run on electric fans , so any
sightseers, but when people are kind of deep water can stall the
work ing and responding to engine or turn the car over."

•Safety: Public Safety
and Calloway County
Police offer recommenda·
tions on what to do when
heavy rain hits again..

Roads next to creeks are
especially susceptible to dangerous flooding because the
speed of a current will increase
with the rising waters, and
according to Murray Fire Chief
Pat Scott, drivers usually cannot tell how deep the water is
on a flooded road.
Still, the Murray area is relatively safe from flash floods,
even when the ground is
already saturated. ·
"Any area near a creek flowing through it deserves caution, but Murray and Murray
State University are in pretty
good shape," Scott said. "Friday's and Saturday's rains
were the most I have ever seen
fall in such a short amount of
time, but it still drained in a
few hours."
Scott advi:sed pedestrians to
be wary of rising water pushing
manhole covers out.. of the
street because of the possibility
of suffering serious injuries by
falling into an uncovered manhole.

Congressional hearings to be rescheduled
•LBL:

Congressional to land anywhere remotely
hearings which were to be close to the hearing location."
Rep. Ed Whitfield, a Republiheld last Saturday were
can from Kentucky's First Dis·
cancelled due to inclement trict who helped Boehlert set
weather.
up the hearings, said the

Bv C.D. BRADLEY
NEWS EDITOR

Congressional
hearings
scheduled for last Saturday at
Murray State's Curris Center
were canceled due to travel
problems caused by rainy
weather and have yet to be
rescheduled.
"The congressional delegation had its bags packed, the
plane loaded and testimony in
hand,"
Rep.
Sherwood
Boehlert, R-N.Y., said in a
press release. "Unfortunately,
Saturday morning's storms in
Kentucky prevented us from
going forward. Weather conditions made it impossible for us

process of rescheduling the
hearings is in progress.
"We were ready to go, but the
Air Force wouldn't let us take
off," he said. "We are pressing
to get the hearings rescheduled
as quickly as possible."
Larry VanHoose, Whitfield's
director of policy, said an
attempt was being made to
keep the hearings at Murray
State.
''{MSU was) marvelous to
work with," he said. "We are
still willing to hold the hearings there. It is our first
choice."
VanHoose said Whitfield's
office
is
working
with
Boehlert's office to reschedule

'7he government
forcibly took
people off the
property and
therefore it is
the government's
responsibility to
take care of the
property."
-Eo
U.S.

WHITFIELD

REPRESENTATIVE

and could have a new date as
early as this week.
"We're in the process right
now of getting the hearing back
together," he said. "There is a
lot of logistical maneuvering
which has to be done, and
schedules to be consulted. It is
a top priority. People feel passionately about this issue for

many reasons, and this gives
them a chance to vent their
feelings."
"
The hearings were originally
scheduled after a January
announcement by Tennessee
Valley Authority chairman
Craven Crowell that he was
proposing an end to all federal
funding for the agency within
the next two years. While
Crowell was bailed for his budget-cutting by some and heckled for his slashing of important programs by others, it bas
been suggested it was not his
idea.
In a Washington Post article
written soon after the proposal,
Guy Gugliotta, a Post staff
writer, suggested Crowell was
just setting the groundwork for
Clinton's budget proposal. Clinton's proposal contained the
plan Crowell presented.
Whitfield said Crowell made

the proposal without consulting
many people.
"We were disappointed and
upset by Crowell's proposal,"
Whitfield said. "Crowell made
our job more difficult. There is
already a group in Congress
that does not want funding for
TVA. The fight is on."
VanHoose said the congressman is not for changing the
way Land Between the Lakes is
operated.
"His first commitment is to
see LBL is managed and available exactly as it is today," he
said. "'rhat is non-commercial
and open to the public for the
purposes of recreation and
environmental education."
Said Whitfield: "The way I
see it is this: the government
forcibly took people off the
property and therefore it is the
government's responsibility to
take care of the property."

New-s
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Committee issues lighting report
said that the situation with
RSEC's lights will not be looked
at until construction is complet·
ed. He said there are presently
lights along the wall of the pathway leading to RSEC.
Another area observed by the
Bv )AKE BuRGESS
committee was the intersection
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
of Elizabeth and Hester College
where bases are in place and
The Safety Committee began
addressing concerns regarding lights will be installed as soon as
the amount and quality of light- the weather stabilizes.
The committee also is recoming on campus during a Feb. 27
mending more lights be installed
tour of the University.
on the east side of Applied SciDuring the tour, the committee examined parts of the cam- ence Building.
Lights on the north side of
pus reported by Public Safety as
Applied Science are out as are
being too dark due a lack of
lighting or a need for repairs on the lights at the parking lot in
front of Elizabeth College.
existing lighting.
Schecter is recommending
Among those problem spots
putting
in new lights on the back
was an area near the Regional
wall of the Boy Scout Museum
Special Events Center.
along the walk way to Faculty
Marc Schecter, supervisor of
electrical and elevator systems, Hall. He wants to install high
pressure sodium lights that do

•Safety: The Safety Committee has taken a tour of
the campus pinpointing
troubling areas that need
improvement or repairs.

not attract bugs, are efficient
and spread the light better.
Another safety concern the
committee observed was the
growth of bushes and trees on
the campus that could obscure
sight of someone walking or hiding in them.
It was recommended that the
trees in the Curris Center parking lot be cut back.
Many of the problems that the
committee saw on the tour
in,;olved lights that are not functioning either because of
mechanical problems or burnedout bulbs.
Schecter said that the increase
of lighting over the years has
increased the work involved in
flxing and maintaining the
lights.
"With Racer Patrol and students input it is good for everybody,,. he said. "The downside is
a increased work load."

However, he believes the lighting situation is better.
"Lighting has improved dramatically," Schecter said. "I can
point areas that did not have
lights."
Schecter said he could remember when lights were inadequate
in student parking and in the
transportation
department's
motor pool across from Stewart
Stadium.
Don Robertson, vice president
of Student Affairs, said that for
the last four years the Safety
Committee has been taking
tours of the campus twice per
semester .to pinpoint troublesome areas on campus.
The Safety Committee has
scheduled a meeting with Dewey
Yeatts, director of Facilities
Management, to look at the list
of suggestions and schedule
improvements for the areas
most in need.

Policel3eat
February 27
11 :57 a.m. Judy Robinson reported her was vehicle vandalized while parked
near Winslow Cafetena.
5:32 p.m. Shellie Gary reported the theft of her vehicle. The vehicle waE>
found on Olive blvd., and two people were charged with unlawful usage C1f
the vehicle. They will appoar in district court.
February 28
•
12:19 p.m. A student having a seizure was reported at Blackburn Science
Building. He was transported to his room in Franklin College.
9:05p.m. Vehicle partially under water at the Collins I & T building docK.
March 1

8:59 a.m. Wilson Hall -- reported water leak In the ceiling.
9:30 a.m. Waterfield Library - reported water backing up in building
10:28 a.m. Springer College - reported water leak In the ceiling.
10:49 a.m. Regents College - reported water leak in the ceiling.
10:52 a.m. Ceramics Lab - reported water leak in !he ceiling.
12:37 p.m. JOhnson Theater- reported the water backing up in the ba~.ement.
4:43 p.m. Clark College - reported water leaking ceiling.
10:23 p.m. Elizabeth College - reported water leak on the ninth floor.
March 3

5:03 ~.m. Christy .Johnson reported the theft of personal items from her
room 1n Richmond College.
7:35 p.m. Caller reported hearing the sound of gun shots near Hart College.
Sounds discovered to be people doing tricks on skateboards.
8:30 p.m. Rght reported in the progress near the General Service!; Building.
A group of juveniles were dispersed.
March 4

8:22 p.m. Vehicle leaking gas reported in Regents parking lot. Murray fire
department washed the gas away from the area.
11 :06 p.m. Noise compliant reported at Springer College basket'ball courts.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by Jake 8Uf!'[6SS. assis tant news editor, from materiafs available to the Public Safety off1ce. •
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Society is becoming even more complex
and technologically oriented. The master's
degree can provide the bridge between
higher education and the profesional
workplace.

eoaaratalatlons

Racers
on w i nning

Join the growing number of students entering a
graduate study at Murray St ate. Give yourself
a better opportunity for:
1.
2.

Greater flexibility and more rapid
career a dvancement.
A higher beginning salary that remains
with you throughout your careers.

1Any 1
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CORN-AUSTIN
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Murray State University Graduation Center

Graduate with all the right stuff

Senior Salute '97
Rocking Chair Lounge
CURRIS CENTER
Monday, March 17
Tuesday, March 18
Wednesday, March 19

10 a.m. · 2 p.m.

4-6 p.m.
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
4 · 6 p.m.
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Class Ring Discounts
See the complete selection of
Murray State University Clas~
Rings and receive a discount if
purchased during Senior Salute

Coming Together To Help You Prepare
and Plan For Graduation
Tlw\k YIMI Noles
S.y tNnk you with t"- elegant

Rf.GISIBAR's OmcE; Answering questions regarding graduation, degree requirements and

~--=·--------

commencement exerdses. Arepresentative will be available for masters degree program.

---

·-=~
Diploma Plkqu~
Prot«t and d&Sp!.y your
dtploma with a cu.stom

Ccrtlfjcate of Apprecytlon

made plAque or frama.
Perfect for home or olflce.

Recognize and honor that tptcial
penon(s) tMI helped you achtevr
your ~allege IU«eU. Act\&al rwne(s)
un be custom printed on the framed

$25 . 69.95
L

cemhcate.

_
"..
..-.........

$15

m. ~ wG-'-.a-

no~ urdJ. pnnted on recycled
p~per. Pawg" of 25.

fim

$12

Yurdare Sisnuralt
Embossed ehquettr: tub
to properly me lOf-t· your
personalized graduation
IMOUnc.DWnt. A•o~ailable

in packases of 2S

$6

STUDENT LoAN AccoUNTING; Discussing your rights and responsibilities during repayment of
student loans. They will be located in the Dance Lounge of the Curris Center Monday and
Tuesday and in the Rocking Chair Lounge on Wednesday.

CA8mt SEJMCES; Come set up or update your placement file with a Career Services
Representative. Information about resume preparation, interviewing and job search
techniques will be available. Aresume disk will also be for sale. AJso, sign up for on-campus
'interviews or mock interviews, pick up job bulletin and information about the Spring job Fair
and Teacher Career Day.
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Personallud ;. 11 o)Uncemtnlt

The best way to announct 10 all thou speaal people.
Your natne. dfl'" aNI ma,or wtll be pnnt.td 1n the
ac:tualtext of your announcrment, along wtth the
tune and location of the p<luabon ceremony.
Avai!.ble In packases of2S.

.SO
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.-......
. ..... -

• .,..., 0.,0..

ALuMNI AssociATION; Alumni Association RepresentativeS will provide information on how
to network with MSU Alumni before and after graduation, how to get Involved in alumni
chapter activities and why it is important to stay in touch with Murray State. Senior Pledge
information also will be provided.
UNTVF.BSITRX BoomoRE; Be fitted for your cap and gown, then meet with our Josten's

Representative to order your Class Ring, Personalized Graduation Jnvitatiollli and more!

University Bookstor e

~ ~ &:fa:.;:W Ensembles

Bachelor's $18.95 Master's $22.95
Acces~:~

Bachdor's
Honor Cords 17.50

Master's
Hoods $50

-
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Relax, have fun, but be careful

College·Vieu;s

Q•

Within the next two days most of
the students will be leaving Murray
State University with high expectations for a week full of fun and relaxation. We hope it becomes the week
of your life.
Narne: Jason
Spring break is a time to let loose
Wrye
and
enjoy a touch of freedom. But, as
Major:
. the voice of every parent. .. be careful.
Advertising
If you're going to an unfamiliar place,
Year: Senior
be as safe as possible. Please do
please
Hometown:
not drink and drive. The consequences
Paris, TN
lead to permanent injury or even
can
"Farelles,
death.
becaus;e it's open 24 hours and
it's chE~ap"

What food franchise
would you like to come to
co1npus?

-

even one .second; never leave your
drink uncovered, the rape drug is
everywhere
anymore; never walk
Issue:
alone, especially at night; carry pepper
Spring break is a time of fun
spray or just your keys to protect
and relaxation, and should be
yourself against attackers.
.
enjoyed.
The most important safety tip of all:
Position:
If you feel uncomfortable, leave. No
one
is going to hurt you if you are safe
Be safe wherever you go.
in the company of one's you trust. You
can always trust your instincts. There
Going out· to a night club can be fun have been many people in the world
but here's some friendly reminders: do who have been hurt because they did
not leave your drink unattended for not trust their instincts.

OurVieu)

Name: Gail
Baust
Major: Interior
Design
Year: Graduate
Student
Hometown:
Murray
"The Outback.''

Name: Rashae
Miller
Major: Civil
engineering
Year: junior
Hometown:
Benton
"I don't eat or:a
campus much, but I would like
to see a Burger King."

Hart Deli ,should stay open
.
We are in college. We have come to
accept several things in life as fact.
First. cafeteria food will almost never
taste good. ,Second, everything
involves money.
After dealing with those realities, the
possible closing of Hart Deli should
not be so devastating, but it still hurts.
On Tuesday, Bill Benriter, director of
Food Services, told The Murray State
News that no decision had been made
as to whether Hart Deli, Pony Express
or Fast Tracks would be closed.
The most likely choice would be
Hart Deli. At this point, it is costing .
the most money to operate and
would be the easiest to shut down.
With between 800 to 900 students
frequenting Hart Deli daily, it doesn't
seem possible the University could be
losing money. Most of the students
that shop at the Dell are using their
meal plans which dictate how much
money must be spent per meal.

' Name: LeAnne
Shadrick
Major: History
Year: Graduate
Student
Hometown:
SlaiUghters

"F:uoli's,
because it's something different from burgers and fries."

'

.............................
Name: Charles
Mot:>re
Major: Computer In formation
Syste.ms
Year: Senior
Hom,etown:
Paris, Tenn.
.. , just: wish they would
improve the quality and variety at Winslow."

Your ~lieu;s

Chris Weatherly/Staff

U.S. Government
warns about American arrests abroad

NEVVS

To the editor:

2609 University !;tatlon
Mur1ray State University
Murray, Kentucky 4~!071·3301

Each year more than 2,000
American citizens are arrested abroad. Over 1,000 or
those arrested were held on
charges of using or possessing drugs.

J.onathan Oliver
l=ditor-in-Chie f
Mandy Wolf

Associate Editor
C.D. Bradley

your overseas trip, you might jailed Americans to see that
be in for a very unpleasant they are being fairly and
treated,
but
surprise. Americans have hemanely
been arrested for passessing cannot get them out of jail or
as little as a third of an ounce intervene in a foreign country's legal system ~m their
of marijuana.
behalf.
You might assume that, as
an American citizen, you are
immune from prosecution
under foreign laws and that
the U.S. Constitution follows
you wherever you go. Unlike
the United States, few countries believe "you are innocent until proven guilty." The
truth is that Americans suspected of drug violations can
face severe penalties, even
the death penalty, in some
foreign countries. It is· not
uncommon to spend months
or even years in pretrial
dention, only to be sentenced to a lengthy prison
stay without parole in a
foreign jail. Conditions in foreign jails and prisions are frequently substandard.

We know that many college
students plan to travel
abroad during their spring
and summer breaks. Maybe
you have been planning your
trip all year. Perhaps you
have begun buying and packing necessary items like a
toothbrush, sunscreen and
sunglasses. We hope you will
think twice before packing
something that will not only
destroy your trip, but could
easily ruin your life. You
should be aware that there
are increased efforts by many
countries to stop the flow of.
Once you leave U.S. soil,
illegal narcotics. If you thind
U.S.
lawa and constitutional
there is no real danger in
rights
no longer apply. U.S.
buying or carrying just a
consular
officers can visit
"small" amount of drugs on

News Editor
Jennifer Sacharn<>;ski

Viewpoint Editol!'
(

extended hours except for those students on the early/late dining plan.
Food Services has already made
Issue:
some discrete cutbacks in the stores.
One of the quick-stop stores on
Remember those daily specials, like
campus will be closed in the fall of
the potato bar? It was very subtle, but
1997 due to excess costs.
those specials are no longer available.
Position:
Supposedly those quick and easy
One store cannot handle the number meals will soon be available from
of students who utilize the facilities
Winslow, in a so called to-go line.
daily.
These changes are labeled as downIf Hart Deli does close, where will sizing.
those 4,500 plus students per week go
The expected result is that all the
for their quick-stop meals?
students will flock to Winslow to get
Usually the lines stretch to the the same food. But, part of the stores'
entrance doors during rush hours. If appeal is that you can get a pack of
there is only Fast Tracks and Pony gum and bottled water with your
Express, there Is no way to handle the turkey sandwich.
demands of the students.
Another concern is for the workers.
To compensate for the number of
Although the full-time employees
people utilizing the store, Benriter
have
been told the close will not affect
proposed extended hours for the
remaining stores. However, it is uncer- them, it is unlikely that one store will
tain if the meal plans will also have employ many student workers.

OurVieu;

Sarah Wight

College Life Editcll'
Eddie Grant

Sports Editor
Danny Vowell

Visual Editor
Jennifer DeMarsh

Advertising Manager
Bruce Rudd

On-Line Editor
The Murray State News is prepared
and edited by students under thu advisership of Joe Hedges. Opinions e xpressed
are those of the editors and oth( ~r signed
writers. These opinions do not n1ecessarily represent the vtew of journalist '1'1 faculty
or the University. This is an offlc;ial publication of Murray State University•.
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You should be particularly
wary of persons who ask you
to carry a package or drive a
car across a border. Once that
package or anything in the
car is in your possession, you
become responsible for it. You
will be blamed for it, no matter who has put it there. You
might unknowingly become a
narcotics trafficker. To local
authorities ignorance is not
an excuse. You will have to
pay the fine and may even
spend time in jail for a crime
that you did not know you
committed.
If for medical reasons you
must take medication or
other prescriptions containing narcotics, carry a doctor's
certificate attestion to that
fact and keep all medications
in original and labeled containers.

~~~~~.

Getting involved with
drugs abroad can destroy not
only your future but your life.
Katherine Munchmeyer
Press Officer
Bureau of Consular Affairs
For further contact:
Bureau of Consular Affairs
Office of Public Affairs
(202) 647-1488

The Murray
welcomes commentaries
and letters to the editor.
Letters should be 300
woords or less ~nd must
be signed. Contributors
should include addresses and phone numbers,
for verification. Please
include hometown, classification, title or relation
to The University. To submit a guest commentary
call 762-4468 The News
reserves the right to edit
for style and length.

The Murray State News
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My ,
View
DENISE
HIGGINS

Enjoy
Spring
break
Well, what can I say? The
time has come when we, as students, are allowed to do our
own thing. A time when we can
relax and rehash all the
strange and unusual happenings over the past few months.
A time when we don't, have
class or tests or projects due. A
time in which we actually have
nothing to do at all.
This will be a time to sleep in
until noon and then lounge
around all day in your pajamas
and eat junk food. This next
week will be a break from
thinking at all. The only things
for you to pass the time will
include catching up on the
soaps and watching Oprah.
Then you can get dressed
and go out for a big night out
on your hometown with all
your old buddies. And in the
morning, you can sleep off the
previous night's activities. You ·
get to do this for a full week.
Sounds wonderful, doesn't it.
What is this rare, almost
delusional, respite to which I
am referring? Spring break, of
course.
This is a time we have to ourselves when we can actually be
OW'IIelvee. We won't have &o
look good for classes or anyone.
This is the time to recover from
all the parties you went to
when you should have been
studying this semester.
Some of you will be going
home to be with your families,
some to work and other good
stuff like that. While you are
home, do whatever you want.
The most important thing to do
with your free time is have fun.
Everyone has their own definition of fun and if you don't
know how to have it, then you
better learn quickly because
you are a candidate for a very
short life.
I will unfortunately miss the
latest episodes of Sunset Beach
because I ~ill be in Panama
City, giving myself sun cancer'
in the wonderful "Sunshine
State."
I will be having fun and I
hope for the same for all of you.
We have earned that right.
Professors have been pulling
us in 30 diffPr~'>nt directions,
causing a lot of stress in our
youthful bodies. I see the
effects of stress on all of my
friends and myself.
That is why we have Spring
Break. A little R&R never hurt
anyone. Keep it fun and try to
stay out of trouble (the kind
that requires bail money that
is.)
The time is now to enjoy our
youth. Before we know it, we
will be in the work force with
the kids who think we are stupid.
I have learned one thing in
my short life. Have fun and
don't regret it in the morning.
One asset we have as young
adults is to plead stupidity on
all counts.
It's amazing how much we
can pawn off on our inexperience. So anyway, for the last
and millionth time, I want to
advise all of Murray State's
students to live it up this
upcoming week and have fun
doing it.

Denise Higgins is a Staff
Writer for the Murray State
News
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Ordinary people become everyday heroes
It was dark, but I didn't notice.
Last weekend, my colleague and
friend Jennifer Potter- the Assistant
College Life Editor - and I traveled
along the Western Kentucky Parkway
toward Louisville. It was night, and
we laughed and talked, listening to
the radio and really not paying much
attention to anything.
And that's when it happened.
I had just passed a huge semi-truck.
I got back into the right-hand lane and
suddenly noticed a bright red light
blinking in my dash.
"Check gauges," it said, and I frantically checked my oil and water gauges.
I panicked.
My heart began to beat wildly and
my breath caught in my throat as
thoughts of what could happen to two
girls, alone, on the highway with no
lights and suffocating darkness pressing down on them.
I urged myself to calm down with
the help of Jennifer, but she just didn't understand.
You see, I have absolutely no idea
about cars. None. I can't tell a spark
plug from the air freshener.
So when my headlights began to dim
and the stereo started speaking in
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tongues, I began to get a little worried.
I wanted to pull over to the shoulder
of the road in defeat, but Jennifer
urged me to try to make it to the next
exit.

But anyone who's ever been on the
WK Parkway knows the next exit
could be 400 miles away.
Lucky for us, however, the major
metropolitan city of Leitchfield lay
before us, its lights shimmering like a
hallucination to someone lost in the
desert.
Cooing to my car and coaxing it up
the exit ramp, we managed to make it
to a dirty little gas station before my
car died· completely.
The man inside the station came
outside with his dinner plate and listened to our sad, sorry story. I popped

the hood and he took a look inside,
rubbing his somewhat hairy chin in
perplexity.
Then he went back inside and
brought out some magic little box that
looked like a beaming transmitter
aboard the Spaceship Enterprise. ·He
hooked it up to my poor little car's battery and tried to diagnose the problem.
He bad me start my car, and she
coughed and sputtered gently before
dying again.
After a few more moments, he came
to the conclusion that something was
wrong with my alternator.
What the heck was an alternator? I
knew my dad bad put something like
that in a few months back, so I gave
him a call. Sure enough, he had, and
he had bought it from AutoZone, a
large chain auto parts store in
Louisville.
Again lucky for us, there was an
AutoZone two doors down from our
landing site.
Jennifer and I walked down and
caught the store just as it was closing.
The man inside looked up the information my dad had given to the store
in Louisville last July, when my car

broke down, and we discovered AutoZone has a one-year warranty on
alternators.
One problem existed, however. The
store was closing and I could buy a
new one, but I couldn't get my money
back until I brought the old one back.
And like a god, the AutoZone man
promised to keep a register open until
I got the old alternator out and was
able to bring it back for a refund.
Jennifer and I ran back down to the
gas station, an~ the mechanic began
to take my poor car apart.
"You're not going to believe.me when
I tell you this," he said, not looking me
in the eyes and shuffling his feet.
Again, my heart caught in my
throat.
"What?" I said.
"I don't have the right part to take
your alternator off," he said. "I can't
find the right bit. It'll be morning
before I can do anything."
And that's when real panic hit, like
an upper-cut to the stomach. We had
to be in Louisville by 9 a.m the next
morning and I didn't even know if
there was a motel in Leitchfield.
The mechanic called AutoZone to
see if they bad the bit we needed. They

didn't.
But yet another lucky star feD on us
- the mechanic found the bit he needed. Taking the alternator off, however,
proved to be yet another challenge.
Our fine mechanic struggled and
fought to pull the tiny grey box out of
the car. My car, like me, is stubborn.
Like a knight rescuing his fair maiden came the AutoZone Man. Armed
with only a wrench, he shoved the
mechanic aside and fearlessly battled
by car.
And he won. The alternator came
out with a resounding clank. The
AutoZone Man drove my friend and I
back to AutoZone and even though it
was closed, they refunded my money
and took back the broken alternator.
So the moral of this somewhat rambling story is this: don't get caught on
the road not knowing about your car,
or at least what your alternator is. Try
to make it to the next exit if possible,
and keep your cell phone battery
charged.
And AutoZone is a great place.

Mandy Wolf is the Associate Editor for
the Murray State News

Crime potential is
high in rural areas
I've always felt that growing
My
up in a small town is a task
that bas been underrated by Qt) i ion
most people in the 90s. For
1 11
many years the media has
focused much of its attention M ARK
on the hard&hips of urban life. HILLBERRV
While events in recent years
have forced the media to shift
partial attention to the problems of crime in suburban and
rural areas, in my opinion this than in a large city.
attention merely reflects a
The teenage yea.r s of a perglimpse at the potential trend son's life can be, and usually '
of teen violence in small-town, are, some of the hardest times
USA.
to live through. It is a time
I have often been witness to when most people search for
the claim by teenagers, either their own identity. For teens in
by personal observation or in a generation simply labeled "X"
the media, that there is simply growing up in a town whose
nothing for them to do. In other name is not always on the map,
words, they claim that society that search can be even more
does not provide enough means difficult. Children need a sense
by which they can spend their of belonging and purpose in
time in a constructive manner. their lives and more often than
So they simply "hang out," not they will turn to their peers
which usually leads to an unsu· to fill that need.
pervised mixture of hormones,
A recent example that comes
peer pressure, and unfortu- to mind is the vampire cult
nately, drugs and alcohol - a activity that brought sm all
dange~ous mixture capable of town Kentucky to national
explostve consequ~nces.
~ attention when four local
Obvio~ly, the most striking teenagers were arrested for the
and sen~us. of the~e conse- murder of a Florida couple.
q_ue~ces 1s Vlole_nt cnme. Sta- This is a prime example of a
tistically speaking, suburban situation where teenagers
and rural ~as are c~ently found a common ground on
very safe m companson to which to build a relationship
large urban cities such as New within their peer group.
York, Chicago, and Los Angeles, three cities which account
No matter how bizarre or ·
for the majority of all teenage extraordinary that circumviolent crimes in the U.S.
stance may have been, it does
However, my concern is not not change the fact that the
with the current problem of threat of teen violence does
violence in small towns, but exist outside of urban cities.
with the potential for violence.
If society does not put forth a
In a country where teenagers well endeavored effort to help
blame blatant acts of violent children, especially teenagers,
crime on merely having "noth- vent their emotions and find
ing to do," will teens in subur- their own road, the road they
ban and rural areas begin to take may too often lead to viouse the same excuse? It only
lence.
takes a little common sense to
realize that there are fewer
ways for an adolescent to spend Mark Hillberry is a senior CIS
his or her time in a small town major from Louisville.
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End bait and switch practices
.

Two issues ago, The Murray State News
printed a viewpoint article written by John
Proctor, graduate student from Lawrence,
Kan. Proctor's article captioned "Students
should respect opinions" makes reference to
an old guy and his lack of respect for political correctness.
Unfortunately, Mr. Proctor's article is
based completely on hearsay. I know this to
be true because I am the old guy.

Let me start by admitting that I did
indeed verbally abuse a female professor.
After I calmed down I realized my behavior
inappropropriate. 1 then sought out the professor and apologized to her in front of a
group of her peers.
I am aware my apology does not right my
wrong. What it does is let others know I am
aware that my actions were unacceptable
and that I will make a better effort in the
future to control my outbursts. My apology
does not mean that I kowtowed to the professor's radical point-of-view.
I consider myself a realist who believes
that any dogma that hinders creativity is
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not good. This is especially true when such
dogmatism 1S being taught in creative writ·
ing classes.
Literature, to me, is sacred. It is a special
relationship between author and reader, not
a platform for professional factionalism.
Albert Einstein said, "Imagination is more
important than knowledge." I wholeheartedly agree and believe that literature expresses imagination in one of its purest fonns. It
makes no difference whether the medium is
prose or poetry - whether penned by a
male, female, Native American, AfricanAmerican, WASP, bigot, homosexual or
whomever.

I admitted I was angered by the professor's pedagougery. I was also angry at Mur·
ray State. I paid tuition to participate in a
poetry writing workshop and was receiving
a course in feminine poetics. As a student,
and the ultimate consumer in an academic
environment, I was being taught a course
different than the one I had selected from
the Murray State catalog. In the business
world such·deceptive practice is called bait
and switch and is considered highly illegal.
I am aware nothing I have presented
excuses my behavior or makes my actions
any more acceptable. That's OK I am not
seeking vindication.
I am imploring Murray State University
to end its bait and switCh practices.
Finally, I invite anyone interested in
learning more about the effects of gender
politics in academia check out a copy of
Oleanna, a film based on a play by David
Mammet which explores the evils of gender
politics with far more flare than this old guy.

Brent Michael is a senior from Louisville.

There is no place like a new home
For spring break I am going home for the first
time. Not the first time this year, not the first
time this semester, I am literally going home for
the first time.
While I was moving back into my dorm room
after Christmas vaction, my parents were moving out of our home~ For two weeks I didn't know
my own address. My parents didn't tell me
either. I had to call my grandparents for my own
phone number.
They moved from Pennsylvania to Maryland.
It wasn't a huge jump, but it did put them below
the Mason Dbtion Line. I g\tess they felt bad
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because I was calling them Yankees.
I don't mind not goi~ to Florida or Cancun for

spring break. I think I am one of the few people
not worried about scorching myself in the March
sun. I also don't need to worry about a thousand
other spring breakers seeing me in my bathing
suit showing off my newly-acquired freshman
15.
.
I don't need money for any souvenirs to bring
back for my friends. Instead ru get a shotglass
or a postcard from seven of my friends who are
making their fifth annual trip to Gulf Shores.
I am honestly as excited about going home as I
would be about going anywhere else. I intend to
visit my old friends and even do a little family

bonding. I think they're starting to like my
brother better.
I am going home, sort of. Of course I have to
unpack my room before I can sleep in my old bed,
but at least it will be my bed, unless they stick
me in the guest bedroon'l. Actually I should
expect it (bell, they didn't give me their phone
number.) ·
If you are going on the vacation of a lifetime, I
wish you well. Spend all of your money, and get
a great tan. Maybe one day I will be there with
you. However, I have a lifetime left to go on that
vacation.
t
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With Spring Break
only days away~ many
students will head for
sunnier skies and
southern surf Others
will spend time with
family and friends at
home.
Still others may find
themselves working~
perhaps to buy a new
car - or just improve an
old one.
Here~s what you need
to know about purchasing~ maintaining and
financing your car.

Insurance should be top priority for car buyer
BY SLONE HUTCHISON
DESIGN CONSULTANT

When most people think of buying
a car, they first think of colors, body
styles and gas mileage, leaving one of
the most important issues - choosing
and paying for insurance - at the bottom of the list of concerns.
Robert Billington, Jr., an insurance
agent for The Murray Insurance
Agency, said if cost is a concern,
insurance should be one of the top
priorities when someone is thinking
of purchasing a vehicle.
While Billington admits choosing
an insurance company and the proper
coverage may be a bit confusing, it
may be worth the effort to establish a
relationship with a company and an
agent in order to provide yourself
with the coverage best suited to your
personal needs.
Billington said the things that need
to be considered when purchasing a
vehicle are the value and the symbol.

The symbol of the vehicle is determined by the performance of the
vehicle as well as its value. For example, many mini-vans have a low-price
symbol compared to their rating symbols. Which means the customer is
getting a very economical rate on
thej.r insurance.
"That means they may be paying
the insurance rate for an $8,000 vehicle while they are driving one that is
worth $20,000," Billington said.
Insurance premiums are established by taking into consideration
symbol and value in addition to,several other factors such as the customers age, driving record, type of
coverage desired and whether the
customer has been insured in the
past.
. Drivers are insured by one of two
types of companies; standard or highrisk. In order to qualify for insurance
with a standard company a driver
must have a clean driving record, be
at least 21 years old and have carried

Maintaining Maintenance
Car maintenance is an importance factor in securing
the lifetime of a new or used car. Here's what you
can do to k~p you car looking and feeling it's best:

-

• Check antifreeze level and strength
• Inspect hoses and connections for leaks and weak
spots
• Check engine oil each time the car is filled with
gasoline
• Replace the engine oil every 25,000 miles; replace
it twice as often if you drive on dirt or gravel roads
• Use the dipsticks to check the automatic transmission and power steering fluids. Also check the brake
fluid levels.
• Test the tension on the fan belt and look for ·fraying,
glazing or cracking.
• Keep the windshield washer reservoir filled with
solvent mixed to prevent freezing.
• Make sure all lights and signals work.
.Check tire pressure regularly, including the spare,
and inspect for abnormal tread wear.
Source: AAA
Mandy Wolf/ Associatl! Editor

standard insurance coverage in the
past.
Anyone who does not meet these
classifications will be insured by a
high-risk company.
With these two types of companies
a customer can be insured for liability or full-coverage. The two types differ in that liability is made up of five
coverages which cover bodily injury
and property damage in addition to
providing cOver age if an accident
involves and uninsured or underinsured motorist.
Full-coverage includes the same
five coverages with collision and comprehensive added.
Collision coverage includes damages if the vehicle collides with anything and comprehensive coverage
pertains to repairing physical damage
to the vehicle.
The issue of uninsured motorists
seems to come up quite often when
accidents occur. Billington explained
that while a motorist is required to

show proof of insurance to obtain a
drivers license they may drop t he
insurance at any time.
A common concern of many people
is an increase in insurance rates after
accidents or traffic violations.
Often times a series of claims filed
with the insurance company or several traffic offenses will prompt the
company to run a check on a customer's driving recor d.
If that check reveals speeding tickets and other violations t he company
views the customer as an increased
risk and the insurance premium will
be raised.
Billington said some offenses are
considered more severe than others.
Being arrested for driving under
the influence (DUI) can cause .insurance premiums to go up as much as
two-and-a- half times which means
that for a 22-year-old male with full
coverage and one DUI offense, the
insurance premium could jump from
$626.86 every six months to

$1,713.99 every six months.
"People think the fine that goes
along with the DUI is high, but they
don't realize what its going to do to
their insurance," Billington said.
"That fi ne they get is just the beginning because their insurance will
stay at that rate for five years."
He said the best ways to keep
insurance premiums down are to
maintain a clean driving record and
drive cautiously. He also advises customers to get an accident report if
any type of accident occurs even if it
seems minor. The report ,may serve
as a form of insurance in itself
because it documents what happened
at the scene.
Billington offered one final bit of
advice for anyone who is feeling the
urge to become insurance-independent.
"My rule of thumb is pretty simple:
stay on your parents insurance as
long as you possibly can," he said.

Purchasing car requires thought, advice
BY CHRISTINE HALL
STAFF WRITER

When purchasing a car for
the first time there are many
options that a college student
can take to ensure they are
choosing the right plan.
A student in need of fmancial stability should start by
trying to establish cr edit with
an auto loan. This can be done
at various banks in Murray,
and there are severy different
Joan options.
United Commonwealth Bank
of Murray has two options for
college students.
The two loans available are
for new and used car.
New car loans have a flxed
interest rate of 9.5 percent
which means that·upon taking
out a loan, the borrower has to
pay that much interest on the
amount financed.
Used car loan rates depend
on how much money is bor-

rowed. The smaller the
amount of money loaned, the
higher the rate.
For example, on a loan of
$7,500 or higher, the rate is
10.25 percent, but if the loan
is for $3,000 or Jess, the rate is
14.5 percent.
Brian Ander son, senior pe rsonal banker with United
Commonwealth , said college
students have to meet specific
qualities before they can take
out a loan.
"The student should establish a stable cash flow and
good credit," he said. "A steady
job is also very important."
Although it seems like a car
loan is difficult to obtain,
Anderson assures that it isn't.
"It is as easy as you make it
on yourself," he said. "You just
have to make sure you fit the
qualifications."
Vicki Sanford, business
manager for Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury, said students

should also consider the option
of vehic1e leasing.
"First of all, college students
should consider leasing
because Ford Motor (Credit) is
more lenient to payments this
way." she said. "The lease is
only for two years and then
the student can either lease
another vehicle or buy it for
the predetermined amount."
The average lease payment
is between $350 to $400 per
month , according to Sanford.
As with purch asing, a student must meet certain criteria to lease a car.
"The student should be
employed and have a steady
income," Sanford said. "They
should also have one or two
pieces of credit and a checking
account."
Cain Chrysler, Plymouth.
Dodge, Jeep and Eagle dealership in Murray has a differt.>nt
approach to helping college
students buy a car.

Senior and graduate students can qualify for the college/graduate program. Under
this program, Chrysler offers a
cash incentive to senior or
graduate students to help
them purchase a new car. This
is in addition to any other
incentives.
Bob Stilwell, general sales
manager, said college students
should look to the salesperson
for advice.
"They should use the expertise of the salesperson to guide
them through the maze of
options and payment plans,"
he said.
Stilwell added that having a
parent sign on the contract
helps when the bank examines
the contract.
"It will help the student
more if the bank can look at
the parents and see if they
have good credit and then they
can reach the decision that the
student will also," he said.
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Adult workshop set
Adults Belong in College
will present a workshop on
free college information for
adults. The workshop will
be Thursday, March 6, from
6 to 9 p.m. in the Mississip·
pi Room of the Curris Center. The workshop will
address getting started,
where to find help, advantages as an adult students,
paying for college and
degrees available at. night
and on weekends.
Reservations
are
required. For more informa·
tion and to make reservations, call the Center for
Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach at
MSU. The workshop is fr ee
to anyone considerin g
beginning or returning to
college.

Staff excellence
forms available

1

Nomination forms will
soon be distributed to gath·
er a pool of candidates from
which eight employees of
Murray State University
will be selected to receive
Staff Excellence Awards in
1997. The awards were
established in 1986 by the
Board of Regents to call
attention to and express
appreciation for the loyalty
and service of staff.
Awards are based on four
categories of permanent
employees as represented in
Staff Congress, those being
secretarial/clerical, general,
facilities management, and
executive/managerial/professional.
Two awards of at least
$200 ~ill be made within
each category. To be eligible, persons must h ave completed a three-year period of
employment at MSU. Past
winners are not eligible.
Winner s
will
be
announced Aug. 14 at the
annu al Staff Recognition
Banquet hosted by Staff
Congress. Winners will b,e
notified prior to the banquet.
Nominat ions will be
accepted for a two-week
period beginning March 17.
Nominations will close at
4:30p.m. March 31. Return
forms to Staff Excellence
Award, MSU, Box 2001
University Station, Murray,
KY 42071.

University sponsors
Corporate Cup
Murray State is one of the
local organizations participating in the Corporate Cup
'97 walk/run, sponsored by
the Murray Family YMCA
March 22. The event is open
to MSU employees and their
immediate families. The
community health fair
begins at 8 a.m. and lasts
until 10 a.m. and the Corporate Cup walk/run begins at
9 a.m. at Murray High
School. The health fair is
inside Murray High.
To register fo r the
walk/run, contact Human
Resources on the fo urth
floor of Sparks Hall by
March 11 for a registration
form. There is no entry fee,
however, T-shirts are $4.50.
For more information,
contact Human Resources
at 762-2146.
Compiled by Katie Thomas,
staff
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Greeks honor their own
For fraternities, Sigma Tau
Gamma had the highest pledge
class GPA while Alpha Phi Alpha
was recognized with the highest
active and combined GPA.

HEATHER MARIE M ARTIN
STAFF WRITER

Murray State's fraternities and sororities
gathered Tuesday night for the annual AllGreek Assembly, an awards ceremony to
recognize outstanding Greek achievement.

Shawn Smee, President of Interfraternity Council, recognized the
Order of Omega Initiates.

The announcement of the Greek Man
and Woman of the Year was the highlight
of the evening. Candidates for Man or
Woman of the Year were nominated by a
fraternity or sorority and participated in
an interview session as well as submitted
an essay on 'What it means to me to be
Greek.'

Dr. Ginny Richerson presented
Jennifer Richey of Alph a Delta Pi,
with the Jane Hall Scholarship.
The keynote speaker for the night
was Dr. Tim Todd, assistant professor in the department of speech
communication and theater. His
speech addressed the way we look
at life and our perception of it.

Reciting quotes from their essays, Don
Robertson, vice president of student
affairs, recognized Suzanne Reiss, of Alpha
Delta Pi, as Greek Woman of the Year and
Chris Weatherly/Staff
"Trust is easy to retain, but not
Luke Windsor, of Alpha Gamma Rho, as
Meredith Major congrat ulates Greek Woman of the Year, Suzanne Reiss, with a regain," he said. "We listen to
Greek Man ofthe Year.
hug during All Greek Assembly Tuesday night.
respond, when we should be listenIn other business, Fraternity New Meming to understand."
fraternities and sororities with the highest GPAs for
ber Educators acknowledged their
He a lso told the audience t hat praise is the numpledge class, active and combined.
pledge/associate/new member classes from spring
ber
one motivator and noted that a hug a day would
rush.
In the sorority division, Alpha Omicron Pi had the
motivate the whole world.
highest pledge class GPA. and Alpha Gamma Delta
Order of Omega officers. Meredith Major and
took
the award for Highest Active and Combined
The night ended with closing remarks from
Shawn Smee, also presented 4.0 grade point average
GPA.
Michelle
Brooks, Vice President of Order of Omega.
awards to individual members and recognized the

Changing lives
American Humanics program aims to reduce
number of neglected children in the county
BY D ENISE HIGGINS
STAFF WRITDI

The titles "big brother" and "big sister" are
often associated with Greek life on campus.
Soon these names may be associated with role
models provided for the children of Qalloway
County through a Big Brother/Big Sister program coming to Murray.
"For years, I have received calls from the
community wanting help with the kids," said
Roger Weis, campus director and senior lecturer in the American Humanics program.
People from Murray State University and the
community at large met in a collaborative
effort this past summer to organize a local
chapter of the national BB/BS program. The
Rotary Club provided funding for a feasibility
survey to look for adequate need as well as volunteer and financial support for such a program.
IJJ Calloway County, there are approximately
300 single-parent families, said Sandy Stone,
American Humanics and BB/BS student intern.
In addition to serving a need of the communi·
ty, Stone also said this program will bring the
the University and the community closer
together .
"I think it will give (the students of Murray
State) a sense of importance in the community," she said. "(It will make them feel) that they
are not just a Murray State student, but a part
of the community."
Weis said children ages six to 16 are eligible
for the program. Most children are from singleparent families and need an extra role model in
their lives.
The adult volunteers must be responsible and
at least 18 years old. Additionally, they must
undergo a rigid criminal background check.
Most importantly, volunteers must have a real
interest in being a positive role model for chil·
dren and be willing to commit at least four

hours per week for one year in the program.
"Volunteers arc the most important part,"
Stone said. "The type of volunteers we have
and their attitudes will set the pace for the
whole program. We really encourage anyone
who wants to be involved to call us."
Stone hopes for strong participation from the
campus and the community.
"In the first year we hope to have 35 matches," she said. 'One of our goals is to reduce the
percentage of neglected and abused children in
this community."
Weis said be has seen what the BB/BS program can do for children.
"The idea is to completely turn their life
around ...give them confidence," he said. "I used
to work with a BBIBS program, and I've just
seen kids' lives turned around. Our main goal
is to help the kids."
The program will cost approximately $25,000
per year to operate, Weis said. A staff member
in charge of matching children with "brothers"
or "sisters" will represent the greatest expense.
The professional .s taffer will have an advisory
committee of 40 members from the University
and the community to help select volunteers for
the program. •
The local chapter of United Way donated
$200 for representatives of the BB/BS program
to visit the area in April. More specifics on the
program and volunteer information will be
made known at that time.
Most of the money to operate the program
will come from fund raising. Some special
events planned include a Bowl-A-Thon, Bachelor/Bachelorette Auctions, a BB/BS Bucket
Brigade and a Corporate Cup athletic competition.
Any organizaton who is interested in the program or helping raise money for this program
should contact Weis at 762-3808.
Questions about BB/BS can be addressed by
visiting its web site at http://www.bbbsa.org.

Putting it all together

Next \\'/eek
Taking a look
at t he advan·
tages and disadvantages of on
and off campus
living fo r students.

The Murray State News

Susan Appleyard/Staff

Heather Moore, se nior from Burlington, Ct. and Meredith julian. sophomore from Murray. prepare a booth during the Celebrate Women•s Confere nce on Tuesday.

Danny Voweii/Visual Editor
Brian Fox, senior from He nderson, poses with the guitar he
used to cut his ne w CD, Throup It All.

Fox does it all
on his own CD
BY SHELLEY STREET
STAFF W RITFR

. Bryan Fox is a one-man band.
Fox, senior from Henderson, plays guitar, harmonica and
tambourine and sings lead vocals and backups on his new CD,
Through lt All, which should be on sale today. Additionally, he
composed all of the songs on the album.
Fox described his music as alternative with a twist.
"I think it is a lot more listenable than a lot of alternative
music is," he said. "I think that people who enjoy country can
listen to some of the songs and even the people who listen to
Pearl Jam and stuff like that would really e~oy it."
Fox has been writing the songs on the album for three or four
years, but only started the recording process over Christmas
Break when he received money for studio time as a Christmas
present. He wanted to do the album now to increase his
chances of earning a record deal before attending dental school
in the fall.
"That (a record deal) is my ultimate dream," Fox said.
To set the mood for songwriting, Fox locks himself in his
room.
When lyrics don't come to mind, Fox said he turns off the
lights and surrounds himself with candles and concentrates on
what the music is trying to say to him. He often pulls his inspiration from things occurring in real life.
For example, part of his song "Time" was written after an
van accident involving some of his fraternity brothers. MSU
cheerleader Ginger Adams was killed in t he wreck and the
song is dedicated to her.
The song's lyrics read, "My brothers fell today. Time was on
their side. She let them live, thank God, she let them heal
inside. And for the others, let them have the will. Let them
have more time, for it's their pain I feel.''
However, "Genny" is his favorite tune because he feels it is
the most true to the emotions he felt at t he time he wrote it.
"I think the CD is about a lot of different emotions, about
happiness, ultimate happiness, like as in "Genny," Fox said.
"It's about hurt, being broken in a relationship. It's about realizing that pain and finding greater happiness because of it.
Music is releasing myself and my emotions and really letting
myself go."
Through it All will be available for $7 at Zax Sportswear. Fox
said his goal is to sell 350 copies.

t
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Students help St. Jude
fund-raiser. The various activities have
writing and educational emphasis.

BY NATALIE PEEK
STAFF WRITER

Residents and R.A.s at Regents College
are getting a chance to step away from
their hectic lives and team up with Murray Middle School students to brighten
the days of patients at St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital.
Every Friday afternoon, volunteers
from Regents College journey to Murray
Middle to oversee five committees made
up of sixth graders. Their purpose is not
only to raise money for St. Jude, but also
to "get on a personal level" with the
patients.
Regents students are leading committees that specialize in crafts such as
friendship bracelets to send to the
patients, as well as a video committee to
show Murray Middle to the patients, a
publication committee to make a scrapbook, a recycle/collection committee to
raise money, and a talent show committee
that is re.sponsible for the sixth-grade

Murray Middle students have also written letters to the patients, in an effort to
begin pen-pal relationships.
Resident Adviser and project coordinator Jenni Eckart said this project is beneficial to Regents because it gets students
involved in community service, giving
them a chance to do something for others.
Sixth-grade teacher Kelly Jackson said
her students are gaining many things ·
from the program.
"The kids are fmding that they can
make a difference in the lives of children
they don't know, who are facing illnesses
they will probably never have to face,"
she said.
Debbie Bell, another sixth-grade
teacher said MSU students are setting a
good example.
"Murray State students are positive
role models," she said. "They are great
with the kids."

"Murray ~v Premier
Tanning Salon"

WeekAbeac.l
Friday, March 7
•Horse Show -AQUA Horse Show, Expo Center, 5 p.m .

Eckart agreed.
"This project gives them role models
that care," she said. "It gives them an
answer to the question 'what am I doing
this for?m
Ted Brown, Regents 'College faculty
head, said the program has a definite
objective.
"Our goal is to make learning fun for
the children at Murray and St. Jude."
Eckart added, "We want to get on a personal level," because often these sick children are "cut off from being a kid."
Residents can become involved in this
project simply by speaking to their R.A.
or the front desk.
The talent show fund-raiser will be held
April 12 at Murray Middle. Proceeds from
admission will go to St. Jude.
Regents will also host a Trike-a-Thon
competition between the residential colleges. The residential college students
who raise the most money for the event
will receive a check to b~y equipment for
their college.

.Classes Resume - Second-half semester classes begin
•Meeting - Young Republicans, 4:30p.m., Ohio Room Curris Center
•Meeting - Clark College' Council meeting. 9:15p.m.

Tuesday, March 18
•FFA -Purchase Region I FFA Day, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Curris
Center. 762-6923.

Wednesday, March 19
•Deadline - Last day to enroll in second half semester class
•Meeting- Newman House Council meeting, 5 p.m., Newman
House, free dinner
•Meeting - Elizabeth College Council meeting, 9:15 p.m., lobby

Thursday, March 20
•Meeting • Alcoholics Anonymous - 6:30 to 8 p.m., Ohio Room,
Curris Center. Free coffee
•Discussion • Round Table Discussion {Diversity), 12:30 p.m.,
Women's Center

Boo,k s

10% off any 1 item
(except magaf.ines aJtd gift certificates)
one per customer per visit
not valid with any other offer

The faster way of getting your income tax refund . ..
Rapid Refund electronic filing from H&R Block.

Just Arrived:

NEW BULBS!

John Grisham 's - Partner
Leann Rim es - Earlv
Years•
Unchained Melodv
•

Come in and check out the
hottest swimsuits In town for
women, juniors, men, and children:
LaB/anca
Studio /.aBlanca
Speedo
011 the Beach
Backjlips
Breukmgwaves
Munlratta11 Beachwear

You wa-ked for it, why wait longer than you need to?
You owe it to yourself to get the highest refund
possible, as quickly as possible. So ask about Rapid
Refund at aconvenient location near you.

Monday-Thursday 8 a.m .-10 p.m.

Friday 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Closed on Sundays

Storage: 753-3853

Monday, March 17 - St. Patrick's Day

& Music

<'?Aiflfllf(/ $AUif &t $l61A(/~ ~lflAl

Tanning: 753-3333

•

Sunday, March 16

•Expo - Mule Pull, Expo Center, 6 p.m ., 247-6246

cR

1040ASAP.

8/2 Whitnell Ave.
(Behind Bel-Air Center)

Saturday, March 8 - Sunday, March 16
Spring Break

Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 64 1 N.
( 1/4 mile past Wai-Mart)
753-READ (7323)
FAX 753- 1168

H&R BLOCit
DldeJand Shoppfq
()pall 1-8 W

ceDter • '7&3·92CM
• 8-5 Sat.

If you're into computer science, data processing, accounting
auditing, m ath or law ...

.'

get in touch with State Farm.

JBiisft~rillml: Clhlris Kinmed

liJFC: JJ~e KisseR

Our career opportunities are many and varied for qualified grads. If you're selected, you'll enjoy
he advantages of working with a respected leader in the insurance industry. Expert training.
tate-of-the-art equipment. Excellent pay and benefits. Plenty of room to grow. And you'll enjoy
loomington, Illinois, too. It's a thriving co mmunity with the social, cultural and recreational
ctivities afforded by two universities.
Contact your Placement Director, or write to: Assistant Director Corporate Human Resources,
ree State Farm Plaza- Kl, Bloomington, Illinois 61791-0001.
State Farm Insurance Companies · I lome Offices: Bloomington, llltnois • An Equal Opportunity Employer
lu o p'}/" W"'tl~tc·l arn~ w m

orts
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SportsB1·iejs
MSU basketball to
host pairings party
Men's basketball coach
Mark Gottfried and his
OVC Champion Racers
will host an NCAA Tournament Pairings Party Sunday at 5 p.m. in the ballroom of the Curris Center.
Fans will be' able to meet
with the coaches and players and hear Gottfried's
comments following the
selection show.

Thoroughbreds
home for weekend
The Murray State · baseball Thoroughbreds will
play at home on Saturday
against conference foe UTMartin. They will stay
home Monday to play Kentucky.

Scouts should take notiCe of more than obvious
As I walked ar~mnd the
tables at the OVC Tournament's "Press Row," I saw many
names of newspapers and television stations that were familiar to me. Then I saw one name
GREG
that really stuck out at me STARK
Marty Blake, the director of
scouting for the NBA
I don't know what the man
looks like, and from where I
was sitting I couldn't see his Bubba Wells was probably the
seat. But if he was there, I'm main reason he would be there,
sure he saw his share of talent and Vincent Rainey was probathat could go make an NBA ros- bly not far down on his list of
·
prospects.
ter.
While
WeUs
had
his normal
Of course, Austin Peay's

Sports
Talk

game of scoring about half of
the Governors' points, Rainey
was solid, scoring 16 points and
grabbing five rebounds. Not. a
day that would knock a scout's
socks off, but not one to make a
scout think that Rainey was
incapable of going to the NBA.
Perhaps most important
about the OVC Championship,
Murray State proved it had
players that could come forward if Rainey had an off day.
D.T. Mayes showed some pro
potential by hitting clutch
and MVP
Chad
shots,
Townsend may have impressed

Blake also - if he was there.
Let
me · take
that
back. ..Townsend wasn't just
impressive. He basically carried the team on his back Saturday, and that is what led the
Racers to the victory. Murray is
a TEAM, not a big player and a
lot of outcasts. Many people
had the misconception that if
Rainey had an off night, then
the Racers would crumble. Not
so.
However, I think that could
be true for Austin Peay. Wells
scored at will in the tournament, but what did his team-

Photos by.
Danny Vowell

Rifles hosting
NCMstoday

(Left) A group of Hurray State
basketball fans cele brate the
88-85 overtime victory over
Austin Peay by holding up a
banner displayina the ir d islike
for the Governors' star forward, Bubba W e lls. W ells
scored 38 points in the loss,
which may have depr ived
APSU of an e xtended postseason.

The Pat Spurgin Rifle
Range is playing host to
the NCAA . rifle championships today and Friday.
For more information,
call (502) 762-6812.

Women's tennis
hits road for debut
The Lady Racer women's
tennis team will open its
outdoor season at Myrtle
Beach, S.C. Sunday, finishing their indoor season at
St. Louis last weekend.
Teams in the tournament
this weekend are George
Mason, East Tennessee
State, East Carolina State
and the University of
North Carolina-Charlotte.

Most Valuable
Mark Gottfried,
Nicole Petrie
Mark Gottfried and
Nicole Petrie are the Racers of the week.
Gottfried, the secondyear coach of the 1997
OVC basketball tournament champions. showed
poise in leading the Racers
to the crown by taking a
team picked fifth in the
preseason back to the "Big
Dance."
Petrie, a transfer junior
from Sydney, Australia,
won all of her matches at
St. Louis this past weekend, defeating players from
Eastern Illinois, Missouri,
and St. Louis University.

Sports 1/"ivia
College Basketball
What school from the
Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference was an eighth
seed In their tournament,
and defeated Canlsius to
earn an automatic bid to
this year's NCAA men's
basketball Tournament?

mates do to help out? Wells
wore himself out during the
game, and he proved to be a
non-factor in overtime.
Wells missed some key free
throws during overtime, and
when three of the key Racers
fouled out, (Hamilton, Mayes
and .Rainey), head coach Mark
Gottfried went deep in his
bench to pull .some diamonds
out of the rough.
AP. far as using and rotating
the bench, I'd put Gottfried up
against Kentucky head coach
Rick Pitino or other big-time
college coaches any day.

Teamwork keys trip to 'Big Dance'
BY GREG STARK
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

"Don't give up, don't ever give up."
This statement, made by the late
North Carolina State basketball coach
Jim Valvano not only characterizes the
fight for his own life, but the Murray
State Racers' efforts in winning the
OVC Tournament title Sunday in
Nashville, Tenn.
The Racers fought off foul problems
and pure exhaustion to top defending
tournament champion Austin Peay 8885, assuring themselves an invitation to
the NCAA Tournament.
After falling behind by as many as
eight points in the first half, the Racers
recovered to earn a 31-30 lead following
a jumper by Chad Townsend seven seconds before intermission.
The Governors jumped out to a 35-31
advantage in the flrst three minutes of
the second half. By the 15:39 mark, the
Racers cut the lead t.o 37-35 on a
Townsend jumper. However, a foul was
called on D.T. Mayes during the play.
The foul was only Mayes' second,
but a technical was issued after
he danced away from the officials in disbelief.
APSU's Joe Sibbitt
made one of the two technical shots, and Wells
made a jumper to give
the Govs a 40-35 advantage. Wells then added
a free throw after an
MSU timeout to bring

the score to 41-35 with 14:25 remaining
in regulation.
Peay held the lead at 46-41 when
MSU began a rally.
Vincent Rainey made a three-pointer
to cut the lead to two and tied the score
at 46 with a layup. Darren Dawson gave
the Racers a one-point lead after hitting
one of two free throws, making the score
47-46.
Murray extended the lead on two free
throws by Townsend to 49-46, but Reggie Crenshaw knotted the score at 49
with 8:53 left on the clock.
The score remained close for the rest
of regulation, with the largest lead coming at 4:57 with APSU ahead 61-57. The
Racers came back on a dunk by Harris
and two free throws by Townsen~ to
knot the score at 61 all with 3:45 left.
Finally, the game seemed to be slip·
ping away from MSU with 33 seconds
remaining after APSU's Colby Pierce
knocked down two free throws to make
the score 69-66. Murray took a timeout
to set up a play in the
final seconds,
and D.T.
Mayes
was
the

Danny VoweiiNisual Editor
Matt Harris slams the ball home to cut
Austin Peay's lead to 61-59.

playmaker, hitting a three-pointer to tie
the score with 12 seconds remaining in
regulation to send the game into overtime.
From the outset of the extra period,
Murray held the lead throughout overtime. Austin Peay's only leads came
when Wells hit a three-pointer to give
APSU a 76-74 advantage with 3:09 left
and when Crenshaw hit two free throws
to give the Govs a 78-77 lead.
After the score was tied at 79 with
1:36 left, Murray never held a lead of
less than two points the rest of the way.
The Racers' overtime effort was particularly impressive given the fact that
Rainey, Hamilton and Mayes had all

fouled out by the 1:09 mark. In the
absence of those key performers, Jeremy Story, Aaron Page and Dawson
stepped up their games to help clinch
the win.
Head coach Mark Gottfried felt much
better about this year's result than last
year when the Racers lost to the Govs in
a close finish.
"Obviously we are really excited,.. he
said. "A year ago at this time, as I sat
here, we had to hold back tears the
other way, and this time it is a much
better feeling. We weren't really supposed to be that good this year. We have
a group of guys that just play hard and
never, ever give up."
Gottfried felt the Racers would have a
hard time winning without their star
players in t he closing minutes of the
game.
"AP. a coach, you don't know how you
are going to find a way to continue on,"
he said. "These three guys for the whole
year have pretty much given this team
the scoring it needed to have to win.
Without Vincent Rainey, we' would
never win a game without him, there's
no doubt about it. Without Deteri Mayes
and Arnell Hamilton, it looked like it
would be awfully hard to find a way to
win."
Murray is looking for its first NCAA
Tournament victory since 1988, when
the Racers upset North Carolina State.
Experts have projected Murray as a
14 to 16 seed. The Racers' first-round
game will be either March 13 or 14, at a
site to be announced Sunday.

Sports
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Fire and Ice

Brooke
Berryman,
sophomore
from Colum·
bus, Ohio,
practices
returnlna
down the line
at the team's
Tuesday prac·

Women's tennis team excels as men struggle
•Tennis: The women's team finishes
indoor play winning two of three mathces,
while the men only have one win so far.
BY EDDIE GRANT AND
SPORTS EDITOR

SHAWN kEMP
STAFF WRITER

Wins over Eastern Illinois and Missouri and a
loss to St. Louis University capped the Murray
State women's tennis team's indoor season last
weekend in St. Louis.
Leading the Lady Racers were newcomers
Nicole Petrie and Martha Zimmer who each won
all six of their singles matches and five of six of
their do~bles matches.
As a team, the women exceeded the expectations of coach Connie Keasling.
"We achieved all of our goals for this short
indoor season," she said. "We won five of our six.
matches. In short, they played great."
Overall, the MSU ladies won 68 percent of all
sets they played and 82 percent of their tiebreakers. In match play, the team won 67 percent of their three-set matches and 72 percent of
their pro-set matches.
There were several strong individual performances during the indoor campaign as well.
Nicole Petrie went 11-1, including both singles
and doubles play, while Brooke Berryman and
Martha Zimmer each finished with 10-2 marks.
Amy Gemmill and DeAnna Carroll each went 5~
1 and Angela Brooks turned in a 6-6 record.
The Lady Racers will open their outdoor sea-

son Sunday at Myrtle Beach, S.C.
where they will face off against teams from
George Mason University, East Tennessee
State, East Carolina State and the University of
North Carolina-Charlotte.
Keasling said she expects good weather at the
tournament, and that should prepare the team
for the heat and humidity they will face in April
during conference play.

tic e.

Be rryman
won 10 of her
l l matches In
Indoor play.
Chris
Weatherly/Staff

Men's Tennis
Coach Mel Purcell's men's tennis team continued its road woes Sunday in Murfreesboro, dropping 4-0 to Middle Tennessee State.
The loss was Murray State's fifth in a row and
second on the road, which dropped its overall
record to 1-5 and conference record to 0-1.
In doubles play, the Racers were shut out 3-0.
Eric Gressman and Chris Hayden fell to
DeLouise and Robert, 8-3; Raoul Bax and Anthony Hardman dropped to Niemayer and
Hanedah, 9-8 and Brandon Cummins and Chris
Allen were defeated by Cook and Florion, 8-1.
In singles play, DeLouise defeated Hayden, 51; Jim Madrigal of Middle Tennessee topped
Gressman, 6·2, 6-3 and Florion beat Bax 6-3, 61.
Assistant coach Pontus Hiort said the Blue
Raiders were just too much for the Racers to
handle.
"I feel we competed pretty well, but Middle
Tennessee bas developed into a powerhouse in
the past couple of years," Hiort said.
The Racers will next take on Northern Ari·
zona, in a match to be held March 11, at the
University of Nevada-Las Vegas in Nevada.

Rifle team ready for NCAA
•Rifle team: The Murray State rifle Fisher, Antonoli and Amanda Stone of
team will host I 0 teams from across the Wyoming, Mich.
Head coach Elvis Green said his teams have
nation for the national title this weekend.
EDDIE G RANT
SPOlTS EDI TOR

National titles in air rifle and smallbore will
be on the line today and tomorrow as Murray
State hosts the NCAA Rifle Championships at
the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.
This will be the fifth time the Racers have
hosted the championship meet.
Both Murray's air rifle team and smallbore
teams qualified for the competition with Marra
Hastings leading both teams.
Members of the smallbore team are Hastings
of Kingston Wash., Ken Hicks from Morrison,
Colo., Joel Antonoli of Aquasco, Md. and Jake
Fisher from Glendale, Calif.
Members of the air rifle team are Hastings,

EAS
Diets
Herbs
Vitamins
Sports Nutrition
Designer Protein

TEACHING/TuTORING SUPPLIES/GIFTS

THE

SMART

STOP

Teacher/Parent/Student
· Educational Supply Center
Mar y Janice Cooper - Owner
Over 20 years teaching sxperience

Present MSU ID and receive a 5% discount on all purchases

753-5968

119 S. 4th Stre et

an opportunity to excel at the championships.
"I feel great about my teams chances this
weekend," he said. "My athletes are mentally
•
and physically ready."
Murray has traditionally perfonned well in
the championships, placing in the top five 15 of
the last 17 years, including championship titles
in 1985 and 1987.
The Racers will have plenty of competition for
the title as West Virginia, the number one air
rifle team in the nation, and Alaska-Fairbanks,
number one smallbore shot will be trying to pre·
vent Murray's third crown.
Other teams taking aim at the national champioshlp include the University of Kentucky, Air
Force, Navy, Norwich, Tennessee Tech, Jacksonville State, Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the University of Wyoming.

10 o/o discount
with
MSU J.D.
-

Comer of 4th & Maple - Court Square
Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-5 p.m. - . ..._~..,;.,.
Saturday 10 a.m.-2 p.m.

t

eli
OSSOM
.

310 N . 12 St.
759-5749

20% of
All products first Tuesday of each month.

Congratulations
OVCChamps!
RACER SPECIAL
753-3030

Schedule

117 S. 12th St

___ ..... __ _,

Even ts

Haw~ IJie Pizza At Home.

Store Hours: Sunday-Thursday 11 a.m. - 1 am.
Frtday & Salurdav 11 a.m. - 2 a.m.

$3.99-

I

I

Small 1 Topping

$4.99Medium 1 Topping

I
I
I
I

L.

$5.99Large 1 Topping
Specials Expire 5/31/97

-------

L
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Derby Days begins right after Spring Break

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

*Monday
March 17

Family Party
All sororities Welcome

Tuesday
March 18

Derby Kick-Off and House
Decoration 9 p.m.
coaches Parties Immediately
Following

*Wednesday
March 19

Family Party
All sororities Welcome

Thursday
March 20

Derby Chase Field Events
and Luau
To be held at the I:X House

-* Friday
March 21

*indicates optional events

cookout at the House 2:30 p.m.
ALL GREEK PARTY
Announcement of Derby Winner and
1997-98 sweetheart.

•

SJM>rts
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Indoor track comes up short 'Bred& get third
~ek:

The indoor track
squad fails to aduance any
members to the NCAA
indoor track championships..
BY GREG STARK
ASSISTANT SPom EDITOI

The Murray State indoor

t r a c k -ended somewhat
sadly - -C8r bead coach Bob
Doty, who is looking forward to
the outdoor season in a few
weeks.
Select member& of the men's

and women's indoor track
teams, traveled to Bloominaton, Ind., in an attempt to qualify for the NCAA indoor track
championships, but their
eft'orts came up short.
There were some etrong performances, however, including
those by OVC Male Athlete of
the Year Jason McKirmey and
BeggieClark.
McKinney won his heat in
the mile ru.n, but bia time was
not fast enough to garner an
invitation.
Clark finished third in the
55-meter dash, but hie time

wu

to qualit!J beU.ve the kida are goiDg to
have a better outdoor ...on.•
Doty aiel a . . of quallv
Doty feels the facilities for
competit:ioD hurt hie adileW the track teams are better suitcbancea.
eel for the O\ltdoor teams.
DOt auftrient

eithW.

-we

weie apectiq mote
competit.taa at IDdinl, but we
ctid.n't haft amch,• he aaid. 'We

he-

werehoplDcfor ~to be
puabed, bat
aheld &beNt

fcJftJ ,.,. ... he dldlit his time down.•

Leotint ..... to the ajlriDa
outdoor 18810D.r Doty eaid his
teams are ready for~
-we are lookbla ,._.,. to

Spriq Break,• he .aiel ...

"We don't have any indoor
faeilitiea, but we have the beet
outdoor facilities in the country,• he said. *The athletee are
looking forward to tt.•
The outdoor seuon wiD basin
March 21 at Tuacalooea, Ala.,
with the Alabama Relays.

Following the opener, the

tract equada wiD boat the Muzo..
ray State Invitational March
29.

Men's rugby club drops opener
·~y:

TM Murray State men~
rugby club team played their first
spring game in Coolcville, 7ennessee

Saturday.
EDDIE GRANT
Sloln EDITOI

After a weak start last semester, the
MSU rugby team attended two weekend
clinics in January in preparation for the
spring season. That campaign kicked off
Saturday as MSU dropped to Tennessee
Tech 25-7 at Cookeville.
Two cruciai playa ruined Murray's
epring debut.
Teeh scored twice early in the match on

two broken plays which resulted in bat
runs. A third seore waa tacked on befan
halftime to give Teeh a 20.0 advantqe.
However, Murray got on the acoreboiU'cl
board when Pedro Stiaasni sc:orecl what
. would be the Racers only try of the afternoon.
Minutes later Kevin Sc:baJtar kicbd
the extra point bringing the ICOI'8 to 20-7.
Soon after, however, Tech added their lilt
try bringing the ftnal 8CQI'8 to JG-7.
Team president Josh Anclrewa was
pleased with his team's perfonnance
despite the lou.
·-we played mw:h better than we did
last ra11,· he said. -Even the rer aid that

we have made a 100-pen:ent iJnprovemeDt.•
Andrewa believes that since more people han come out for the team Iince laat
faD. that tbeyllhould be competitive in the
remainder of their pmes this sprina.
'nle team will see action next in a
ICI'immap apiDat the freahman team
from Vanderbilt University March 21 at 7

p.m. ia Nashville, Tenn..
14111'1'111'• DGt resuiar pme will be the
aquacl's home opener apiDat Rhodes College from Memphis, Tenn on March 22 at 1
p.m..

Thia game will be played on the intramural fields behiad Winalow Dining Hall.

straight victory
•Bueball: The Murray single by Hamm which leGJ'ed
State Thoroughbred base- Doyle. •
ball team is now 6-4 for
S1U cut that lead by ~ in
the season after their win the bottom of the eecond wtth a
homer by Brad Benson.
'l'uesday afternoon.
· Murray contin
. ued . _..
ttl uuenEDDIE GRANT
SPOITS EDITOI

The Murray State Thoroughbreds baseball raised their
record abOve the .500 mark
with a 8-7 win 0¥81' Southern
Dlinois Tu~sday at CarboDdale.

Murray got the game off to a
good start by posting three
runs in the first inning. Eddie
Doy(e scored after reaching
base on an error by SIU's centerfielder Joe Schley.
Doyle advanced to third and
scored on a double-play ball
that caught Jeremy Quire and
CbadHamm.
Brad Burna imd Robert
Weatherly scored two more
nma as Weatherly hit hie lht
home run of the aeuon. The
Salukis failed to score bl their
first at bat. leaving the scote at
3-0 after the first iJminl.
Tba 'Breda puebed tbelr 1eld
to 4-0 in the eeeaild em an RBI

sive onalaught, scoring two
runs in the third and one in
the fifth to pull out to a 7-8
lead. However, the Salukis
woke up in the eeventh to tie
the ICON with a four-run rally.
FolJowiDI a ICOI'e1e8l eiahth
innh1g, the 'B,reda put the
PQl8 away in the ninth when
Chad Vrbka drew a walt from
Saluki hurler Jim Pecoraro
with the bases loaded to ICON
Hamm, who had friDiled to
lead off the Umma·
Coach ~ Thieb'a squad
will try to continue its winning
ways Saturday when they take
on UT-Martin in a 1 p.m.
ahoWdown at Reapn Fi.t•.
'!be team wilt then boat Kentucky Monday at noon and hit
the ned for two pmes in New
Orlean&, La., wraua Tulane on
March 11 and 12.
The 'Breda will finiah up
aprlnl break week with a twoIBibe hicnrleetaml with South·
east MIUouri Mardl16-16.
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ScoreCard

The Murray State News
March 6, 1997

Men's
Basketball
OVC TOURNAMENT

Saturday at Nashville, Tenn.

Friday at Nashville, Tenn.

Wells 12-24 11 -17 38, Crenshaw 4-6 5-7 15, Witherspoon
4-5 0-0 8, Sibbitt 1-7 1-2 3,
Pierce 1-8 2-2 4, Sensabaugh
1-1 0-0 2, Powers 3·3 1-1 7,
Tuck, 0-Q 0-0 0, Ivory 3-5 0-Q 8.

Austin Peay (85)

Middle Tennessee (48)
Bailey 2-13 3-7 7, Carter 6-13
0-3 12, Wampler 4·5 1-2 9,
Duncan 1-9 2-4 5, Moore 2·9 00 5, Ayer 1-4 0-0 2, Harden 0-1
0-0 0, Allen 1-4 0-0 2, Callender
1-1 3-4 5, Martinez 0·3 1·3 1.
Totals 18·62 10·23 48.

Yo'C. And we m:1kc: a gte"J.l tam •
md Oon 1 ya lhll\k>

Gnod l.ud(

.fll• 'Ow New HtllrlllrlliC.. Ewryonc wUI

Ju..t

CAW· Wa~n~ g~-t

naked>

1\nnmoc, Congrawbtin n:. on ht-•n11 n.tm~~
Af'A Wom.1n of the \"t•<~rl Yvu U.·"'f\ o: ol!
• In ArA. Slcfame
<;mt"Jthcn. • ·R••mcmhcr when you told
me >''" lc"ed rnc, lxlb-f. You nJd you'd
I~ (<xnin' rock thl.' wJy ~. hahy." I
mi'' you - Ple:L-c: ~ home ixlhy.
lit.-.: yuu art: ddlrutdy !h.! ~1\'P ror the

yc::ar.
Tu rny 8u1Jer.;cotch TbiJC 11:1\'t: ll $=f
bn':lk! Mo.s You. • New l'd•tll.lfl
I ky Hm<'<'Oio and Clx.~· S<>H(> UM~n up
(:Ut-;c I am only l(olng tu :;;.y tin' <ml-e.
For the: ~bt ~'e:lr we haY\' ht•t'fl pl.tvtlll(
g.uno \\'ell, the ~('!me.• Mllp nuw, I kr""'
what )'Oll W"Jnl and yoo know wh:lt lj!OC
I will be WJil!fl8 Thul"ll<b)' ntghl with bdb
on. Qupe llit!m. • I'·N .p

Alplu S!j!.S Be: c-.udul during Spnn11 Bre:lk
nnd luve :. gre;11 IU'TlC. <:.l!IIC tr.~ek :Ill
<hal}lc:d up for a lltc'Jt spru1Jt.
.J<>y, ll:'.ul Jnyon<.• ~bt•!\ m:oil l.ttcly. II )~•u
11•1 to jJol I'll ~om,: Vl.-.lt yuu . Ill-y, what
art· friend' for Rk'u
Colll)(t:llul•nnn. Quonn l'onl, llu\h C.oordt1\:ll<lr and G~ lll:ldo, Pled@<! TrJin~T for
m;xt yc:'.lr, Broth~"" u( StjlliU Pi

AAn

Hou.~"- You

ull :arc: the bot
fric:n<h a gtrl coukl lu\'1:! Anynne 10..
Stllr.;.~lidong?
Mandy
I ky Sonoc. Want tn go tu th~ rJn'h llll" a
liulc d!nonsc' Remcmlx-r ~uur ''""retiuon '' 300 ~ ltll-i. • The M<Jid M:tn
Sll(ma Pi'N he c:ut'luJ dunn11 ~pring hn.>:lk
and <k>n\ d.> any1hon11 "'" wuuWn't <k~

n•.

llc:laloc;l.'l

lll3nb Ar~ for givinSI me the opponuru'Y to ~· our (lupcer on Clmpu.' I
cuuldn't he m<>rt' honored! • Mdony
J<l.'.hlCI l'.dwan.l - ,. uu n~ean 11 101 to me.
And who\ Ill<:, los u•. And who\ uo;illl'•

"Jungle 2 Juoele"

anc.l

Rc..'llfn><• • Now whm: c.W lha< hn.u!O
nmw fmm? •N 'ruff

Rk.n • You re a l(n:-Jt hl t'Od, Jnd I don't
know wh~l I'm golnJ! to du wuhout you
,.,.~, year! Joy

:md eke a d\:1~.

)'0\1

Ch:l-c :-.nuth • Con~rJL'! on cro"·''"l! the!
,u,~' (ll~tln't I!."Jnt you to fed ldt uur.)
Hodlighu..

Tu the BK,jlx:r.; ol' m Coogr.~~Ubuoo.• on
l.ln.'lxn~ 100 t"CltS old!
Donl "':lnt no ~d bread. Don't w:mc
no mc;u. on= Juo;t jti'e me th.u n, won,
tlut AOfl, wno. Go no • • A!:CZ>

To mv favontt• Aon·,. If you're not htl'Y
later, m.JYI"' "'" ~"::n gn ~t a n>k<' '''
ll(lll oc.'l lung l.m·c:, ltip Master jo.-h

:\otic<.~
Fn:c r>n:wun<Y 11..""' Lif~Hou.-c 7~j.(JJOO.
~KYI IIVH • jump onto 'pnng wdh nur aru·
dent ~f'C''i:il. Hupkln.wllle. KY Ahpun. Ff1
(()j ))'\'\Z.:Z625.

St'lzcd Cal'll lmru $l7S . Pursdu:,, Ctdll·
I~<:S, Chc\)', llMWs. Cnrvt·ne~. Abo
)<"'JlS, o\Wih Your A~.l. Toll frco: l -Ilt)}.
11~9Qll0 P.l<t /t.·751)1 for cum:nt lc'llong;.

GIRl.'> WANTI:D • A~ 1~19 lor M15s
1\<::n~UCI.y Tc-m All AmencmSPaJII:'.Int.
l'c>r 11'1.-c Wumution, call ~13
You mll:ll Mk for SU,,ie.

$16.~. Mllli...mt:~jle huild~.

31b:100,

20 uruJ., , $9.69!. F- broc:hun:-. Scnllnd
Buokllnj!.•, 'l)0·327..()790, l'..xtenslon ?Q

lOG

HO~I!

I>I!Al.ERSHIP • Excellent

run

c-•minK poccntbll Pan or
time. Prote<lcd t•'l1ilorb. lc:id.,, u:unu~g. >ell kit,
ciry· on.' or rumkcy'!l 1\fu.-M purcb:JS<.• or ,;ell
home Mllrtln!l at $19.4l~. Cull C.T M<:P.IPIant.l, !lo.>uthland I.<.•K H<>nJe>, 8Q(lo84~
3Wi, F.xt 1.i 7.

CASH FOR HOME OWNI!RS • Ctt.-dit
prohlelllOI und<;rstood. Nn applialllon fee.
A-< low a.•: $10,000 ror 595 :. month.
s~.ooo ror R¥.1 II monlh, $40,000 ror
S31l2 ~ month. f"cxec.l r:ue. il0f.Hi69.8')57
U JMP SUM CASH NOW' • We buy \OOf
tn'urnnre I'C'ttlt.'fllt'nl, unnlllty rnorq:agc
1101<',, or lou<-ry wonnlni!S p:l)1llc:tt!S ~-.,
<"U.,hJ Qullk do:<in~. ~l-338-5t!IS, ext .
I(X)

~1NANCING FOR P.QUIPMEI'fl' •
Bu~cUnj!s, vehlde< "' •Krll'Ultural and IIKht

I.I!ASE

<'clfllll'll!t'd:tl <'f'Cf';lll"f'-' Low ln11tll """·
lixcd Jlllymo:nL'• prt.':>CI'V<: net!Jl lines Td ·

m.rrlc, Inc• .~51·3322.

Pa,IIC2nl For an ~pplictuon
aii~IH974.

and hroo.i•~.

SALE~

• 30x40x 10,

STEfl. IIUJU)INGS

$4,6..!9. o41>x60xH. $8,192; ~lxiSJtl4,
$10,9')0; 'lOx IWX 16. S14,S9fl. t'.OxiOC'Ilt 16,

Zimmer/Berryman

.

8-Q

def. Mutherin!Vanstone

GemmiiVPetrie

Murray vs. Missouri

6·2, 6-4
6-4, 6-2
6·3, 6·2
6-2, 6·4
6·3, 6·2
6-0, 6·2

Singles Play
Clemons def. Berryman 6-4, 6-2
Zimmer def. Jordan
6-3, 2-6
and 7-6 (2)
Petrie def. Healy
6-2, 7·5
Gemmill def. Sigourney 3-6, 6-0
and 7-5
Brooks def. Payne
4·6, 6·3
and 6·3
Lundstrom def. Norstrom
6-3, 6-2

f!OMEOWNFR.'i LOANS' · llontw.· up to
2m mcJn:than your hnme L' worth!" QJn..
li<llidlt" btU'! H<'Jine impro\etnenL<l No
appl>C31Klll f~! Apply by piK>n<:. S"mlx>y

~)

r

S

a

1 c

Hidc:-a-lx.'<l much for IS.'ll<'. Gnod t"ndi-

uon $30

$44-i POOL' POOL'i Si<H • i't't.'C lll'""llhle
on nt.·w 20x~l l•mll)' ~lZC ~lnl durifll!
o::ui)· hlrt.l l'pt.'(:oal Tnclud~-:~. J~'i:k, filter,
loner. hcutjnll d<:V•~'c and nMlre. 1<Xm

000. 'it-J0.8488.

lin:mc.1n11

AB R H RBI

Southern Illinois
Schley
Hairston
Jones
Benson
Dettman
Ruggeri
Kochan
Pohlman
Worsley
Horace
Uttle
Peters
Anderson
Pecoraro
McConnell
Totals

AB R H RBI

TAN AT HOMH - WnltT Pul'l.'lat\ Sunm:~;~o
"" Ctlm{'lclc SystL'fllll $Jitlng AI $3300 ~
n10nlh. lndudi:s siJtpping. k>tlnm. J:C'R"
gle-o C.all 00\\ frt.'c CIUiog. ~).(,'9-<)tli'R.

1Sit181'9'S JAWS 24' OFFSHORF. sPORT
CtJD[)Y flOAT N~"' 35~ <!.I , 37'> II P
nlOI<>r. ~ :il:unlo<:< M•nne exhJU><t.

Kuru. .111 llll!lt:l ';S-~7 n!ph. New CVt'l)'lhlng In IY9'\ Tn<l n\Jny <'lltt;a.' lo hst.
Bo:lt l~ ln ~cdlenc cullllotlon On c: uf a
kond' $2J,'l0000 O.llO Phone fr~nkli111
~2-.!r·l760

10/ltl \\11liOUT <.~L.. S.~P.St Safe, r:~pid.
nnn·~>~•:wcul. permanent ~olr.ltion ()..8
\\'ffl.'l<. Auline pikx dcv~loped IX>ctc>t
apprm·c:d Fret· inf(lml:IUOn II) null: i0)-

422-"1320,

CXl

213, 406-\161 ·~570,

c:~li7SJ-6421

WOlfF TANNING fiF.r>S • T':tn :u hocne
Ruy d1rtct and ~vel Cnmmen:i.ll Qr home

•rodq>c:n<.lent manuf~<turer l'~y paymc:nt.,, r....., ddlvery. Fn::t: cdor <lll.lk>g..

II()O.(,os. 2268.

SWIMMING POOL OI~'TRI!Il!TOR • MU>t
todl <'rllire invent<)()' •>I ~ lclt<>\l:r 19%
hujle 19'~.:SI ' 0 D l'~nul~··,tn-d pools woth
I'Undeck, fell<'<' & loiter only S959 cnm-

11\llc:. Exc~-llc'"' hcndiL• ·ondUlling mmpa·
fl)' p;~kl 11\'IUr:Jfll:e• /i)().#41~~3.

ORIVI'RS ~n ~~ i7·32C pc-r n1llt• R.tt...
o tn )lie a mtlo: H•omc: "'cry 9-12 <hy~
with ''"''!Ul<'<l lr.IL'IIlr Mo_~k':tl, d ental,
ro:l.lrt'm<'nl S 1,ooo tarp :lnd qu:tnerly ~.,rc:

W h<>llu•.

flom~dy

F~x

iOh·

~>l·"i"in, hup:ltwww vlsi<~•ln:..._lt:.n.mm
~.ltbl~c U< >n Kllarnn"'-'<1.

DIAAF."n<.? - Are you !oltll paytnjl fur .su~
plb' Wit)·? l'<>r mfrm>31~Jil o n how \OU
c."3n n:...-1' ._. -upplto :u little or 110 co.t <"!lU
00 YOl' HAVE I>IAB!m!..'? • Roxm-e
~'(lllr !dU.:o:lt' tnonltnr ~nd

lillpplio 111 no
(.'"" 10 you• Call R.11ni!O\\ Po uod.mon toll
fl'l.'c: 24 '""'" I'!AA-4~ II!~ l't·opl<! who

Truck t•ne

~

HN~".~l' 1-JEAJ.:Ill PltOill 1\,l'l> • Avaolnhl..
thJt l..:tp n-g;un ~nJ lllJ•nlaln nptunum
hctlth ( ;u~o.ont~-..".1. p,:.:o;,hl" jtt~'llt t'Otrepn:nc'IJiial <JflpQ<tW\IIy. Pur II'I.'C IX>c.tur'.5
~;~pc <::.U M:IXlllUIIl'l Ueahh 800·724·.:S344

OTR DRl\'P.RS NEEDED • $35-$4'),000 per
year lncxpc1ir:ncc:d • A good "'·nrlc and
drivtnsl n.'l:ord t. requl~ Get your (l)L
In 2.0 <b).,. for $399 00 dm\n IOOH. plan~
mt'flt t100·5'10-JOIIS.
DRIVERS • C.bwrunt lr.tlnc"' om m·<:t
$i!l,Oixl 1;oven~nt te:st>L' c;crn ov<"t
$100,000 ~nc.l nm 22S.OC<l nulc:• ~ y.·•r
M:lke muney ;~nc.ljld ~ """'' mile~. Call
ttW)'
Expc:rlr n<:ed , drovcn<
ttlld
owncrloperJlot warm )J()(I-441--4.194
Crackute ..rudenL<~ ~JJR-64bl.
1)111\ P.R.'\, EXP , !)'0 • R...renl Kill)()!
w-.ld.; lkuldds Tr:m'""" ts "'"" hlrlns In
) our ~"'~ toe our v:.n, lbtho.-d & dedat~-d
lk.'<.'L' Calltnd.:.y: 110iJ.7<'o2-1819.
l)lliVER.), llOYD flltO!"o. - 011'<-n. drtH"tll
an •'·'''ll"ed .ollc•ntwention;tl n~'l.·l, ·"!111-<>n

bnnu~. C~C('UI Ivc ~lyle hcnt.oflt:. 11n.J !WI up

«• $7!~1

tur mk•ntatlon W1101 mnn: <"uuld
J.'k lOr? Fond <lUI \110f't.' C:~ll ROO·S·tlR9l3 Ext. 1\SI 001!.
}OU

OIUVI!J(S. JIIKING ORI\'l!RS! r;c.l')C a
mile, premium equ•prnmt. 401K, Gw.rnntct.'<i grtlnnr pi'IJRram. a ...-.tjCil<:d tr.ICion.,
rnt:clk"31 o~nd d..ntll f'I"<'RJ:lm ~'·aibblc.:. ur

tn

4

w~··k.,

paid

:.llwrl!J)IlcfAnoold Taru;pnn
1:\ll.

'·""""n
Ht)()-1146.

Ptl'MIIfRS Nlll!I>F.D • <lc•lO!!Wn .~
l<JUbvlllc.: an:;c,l MUS! ha•·c M.l>Cer ur

Wanted

""'>C

!!'""'

4
4
4
5
4
0
5
4
4
1
4
0
0

lndu.~tria1kommc:rcbl

rc:lriJlt'r:ltion

5)'NcrtJS. h)'l.lntul~~.::t, pnc:unulics, ~k:cln<-:~1
CPU: expnknn: :1 dcntlmte plu,). :1nc.l
food grade: wdwng. Send I'I.'NUII'I<:' 10~ Chef
Amenm, A1TN ti R Man;~l!t'l". l W Oali

Gnwe Orivc, Mt. Slerllns KY i 03S3
P.EO/MP
BECOME A MEl>ICAL TRANSCRIPTIONl'iT Oppnrtuni!y l<"l "'nri< at home oc 1n
nilice ~g
cloclor.!. Home .rudy.
l'n:c litcr.11Urc:.. PCD 1.. Alhn!:i, ~i:l
M(}-362·7070 l>ept . YY<!742.
MOBILE Hm1F. I.OAI\"S • W.. do'Oon, rc:llll;lnong, t'QUity lrun 1'1'1."' sc:llers p;tc:k~~.
l:md nr home l<>al\' Gl'l.·c:n Tn:e Finanu al ,
HO().I!9S. l900. Natlun ·~ l<'ldlng mobile:
l>o.•me k nd<:r.

rex

IIEOOII.ff. A H!Y.>T FAMILY • Sclndiru·
Euro~n.

South Anx:rieln. A.-.ian,

Ru....i:ln lugh ..chon~ ext'lungt:" ~

arrh onj! Augu."'

Amo.•ncm lnlen:ulrur:!l

Sru<.lent E~clunge. CIII800-SIBUNG

IIAPPY JACI\ ,\1ANGP, MFOICINE: - Pmtn<llo ~tnl( and hair wnwth tn
.Jon dl~ on d•lWf and hoNC.'!i wllhuut
Met'nid , . Contain• nu hc:nzyl-hcflW'J it!. At
Southern St:ltc:.; .tnd Kt·tT I>OIJI

"""en=

r

a

"Boward Stern'•
PRIVATE PARTS"
(R)

"Vegas Vacation"
( PG)

I

v .e

BEAunFUL <:ANOU!LIGHT QU)..
FA."HlONEO WEf)lliSG • Smoky \loun-

/t.

uu~n nc:~r G:~tllnbul")!,

h..,..,.,..Urawn t"atTbl!e,

0\'erlooking
c:~hins,

m.cr, -

l:11:uzzl,

nrd.1inrJ mln•..t<·rs, Nn tc:st.' or waiting
Hc::~nland RIJO..l4~7

<VOWS).

1\.IAI!RY ON A MOUfi.TAIN • Be m3rrietl
In I1UJ' mascnoli<'l!nl lll<>Unt.tintnp <:h:!pcl
'urroundc<l ~· t1ee< and 11wesomc: v..:v.o
of the Smokb! Ptl!l'<lfl l'{lf)Ccl For rc:ocrv:uion,,
800-129--436S.
http://www mvdupd.com
CiATlJNIR'RG AltllA · Stmpk. )'el~nt.
tradilinn:tl Chrb1ian W<-ddin~ m Vll'lorian
'h~pt:l st:minK .ot $ 129 ~1owen~, pho·

tographs. h"neymnun I."Jl)lll.'l or

NEW ON VIDEO

(PG)
'-n.- .............. .....,,.__

1
0
1
0
2
0
0
2·
1 0
0 0
1 1
0 0
0 0
14 7

1 1
1 2
2 1
2 4
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
36 7 10

c.lesin:d ..,.ith C<llllflt,1ei1Cic:l In mc:duruc::tl

r

2
1
3
1
2
0
1
2

5
5
3
5
3
0
3
1
0
4
4
3
0
0
0

pn>du<..'l,, doe Chd Ament~• plant in Mt
Stc:rl.ng '' "'""ktnl( hlKhly nlOI"~'k:d lndu.;.
trial Malntcnant~· l'<:dmko~n.•, r>utic::.
mdude opc:rJIIon of W.t!oi<."W.tlt!r tn::IU~t
piJnt, tnllll>l...,.hmlinl(. repair ~nd moddi·
o:.mon of complex produ<·tim equipment
Morumurn a.~~ 2 W:t.<tt:w:uer Trc::stmc:nt
Oper:uoc c.=lftC:IIlon, expc:nenu~ .,.ilh

'ttn.

2
1
1
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0

39 8

CI.A'iS 2 WA,TEWATER 'll!EATMENT •
Of><.-r.ttor Ultluslrbl numtcn:lfl<.'t rat.ru.
cun. f>ue to t).., lno.-n::ISC<l dcnt:md fi>r nur

Juumcyman l><:cn...: on :-LU.e ol Kentucky.
Call MIJQ.lll9·6609 tOpt:n 7 day.;).

• TRliCJ\ OWNI'IIS • Aurumn Tr.m<p011.
h:J., •mmc.·di:llc npenlngo. fnr 0\\ nctl~l'
:11ors to t>Ull <'Om(XIny tr.lilt'f". luul lt't"d
Neal Typl!lt. \\'JII pay $ I pc: r p.oge. Ple:l>e
urgn:dtt•nt• In over the road opc:ratK>n,
<"311 ti>r more llllf•nJUtlun 7W-1072
l(<>n<:
wo:o:k<-'nd..._ C:tll now. 1!00-32~
l·l~
<';Amp Coun.s<:~>rs W;ontccd l"rimd•>Wn Fot·
nc:oi:j, <'><"-' l~unp h1<."Jtl'<l In the C:•tt•ktll
Of( I\'T!RS! • ~Ill · no" ha.' openlnl!lo for
MounLoln.' ur NY, All Sport.•, " l llei>KIInjl.
0'111 dnn·l"o, go;IOll bent'lot~>, mnv,
cnocmg. mpcs, lifcgwl\l.'l, <rnf~•. <bn..-e,
trJ<IIWll An..,flllOII ~me COL s.:honl
go-.ld.•. (ml 1nll free AAI>-778-11185.
ucrol"'-""• nulntlon, kitchen, offke, 120
poolnon:. C:lll C:lmp 'ilunc. (A')()):!92·
DRIVERS· Regional "'"-' fmm your :ue~
21JJ7
0=; A ("J>Vl yar ont expc:nencc
HAROU'I IVE~ TRUCJCISG HIRING OR!rcquin:d Min. :.!3 yt::1r. No CXpcTicoct'?
Fr<.!c 1n11111ng ull:lilahle f!O(}."iZ7·!lSI'III
VF.RS • Tr.unon~ a'111Loh l•·· SIU<k·nb welcome. bpcrl~'t>Cl' p:l}'S up to 21lC pc:r
WI'

ll(.· lp

R HE
8 14 1
7 10 2

Murray State
Doyle
Burns
Hamm
Quire
Weatherly
Kelley
Langdon
Vrbka
Moore
Delk
William
Hollowell
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3-8

def. Kraw/McFadden
8-2
Robinson/Cochran
def. Brooks/Nordstrom 9·8

Zimmer def. lvarson
Gano def. Berryman
Wilcox def. GemmiA
Petrie def. Van Doyn
Paulistova def. Brooks
Costigion def. Norstrom
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Wilcox/VanDuyn
def. Brooks/Norstrom

Petrie def. McFadden 6·1 , 6·0
Brooks def. Robinson 7-6, 6·3
Cochran def. Norstrom 6·2, 1·6

vs. St. Louis
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Murray State 8, Southern Illinois 7
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Baseball

def. lverson!Gano

Zimmer def. Kraw
6-2, 6-1
Berryman def. Mutherin 6-3, 6-2
Gemmill def. Vanstone 2·6, 6-2

West:
Jon M. Huntsman Center,
Salt Lake City
McKale Center
Tuscon, Ariz.
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Doubles Play

Zimmer/ Berryman

Murray vs. Eastern Ill.

Midwest: •
The Palace of Auburn Hills,
Auburn Hills, Mich.
Kemper Arena,
Kansas City, Mo.

Rainey 6-18 3·3 16, Harris 1-1
0·0 2, Hamilton 0-2 0-0 0,
Townsend 8·15 11 -13 28,
Mayes 6-16 5·5 20, Story 0-0 00 0, Page 2·2 2·2 7, Dahl o-o
0-0 0, Dawson 4-7 4-8 15.
Halftime- Austin Peay 30,
Murray State 31 . Three-point
field goals - Austin Peay 7· 19,
(Wells 3·7, Crenshaw 2·4, Sibbitt 0-5, Ivory 2-3). Murray State
9· 19, ( Rainey 1-2, Townsend 11, Mayes 3·10, Page 1·1 , Daw·
son 3-5). Fouled ou t- Austin
Peay (Witherspoon, Sens·
abaugh). Murray State (Rainey,
Hamilton, Mayes).
Rebounds- Austin Peay 35,
(Wells 10). Murray State 35,
(Hamilton 7). Assists - Austin
Peay 14, (Pierce 9). Murray
State 11 (Townsend 6). Total
fouls - Austin Peay 22, Murray
State 24. Technical fouls- Mur·
ray State (Mayes).
A-5,795.

Rainey 3-8 4·5 10, Harris 1-2
0·1 2, Hamilton 2·2 0·1 4,
Townsend 10-16 0·0 22, Mayes
7-17 4-4 21 , Martin 0-0 1-2 1,
Dahl 1-1 0-0 2, Page 1-3 0·0 2,
Story 0·0 0·0 0, Dawson 4-8 0-0
10, Mansfield 0·0 0-0 0.
Halftime - Murray State 26,
Middle Tennessee 14. Three
point field goals, Middle Tennessee 2·22 (Bailey 0-4, Carter
0·1 , Duncan 1-8, Moore 1-5,
Ayer 0-2, Harden 0-1, Martinez
0-1). Murray State 7-23, (Rainey
0-1, Harris 0-1, Townsend 2-4,
Mayes 3-10, Page 0-2, Dawson
0·5). Fouled out - Murray (Harris). Rebounds- Middle Ten·
nessee 39 (Carter, Callender 6),
Murray State 43 (Raln~y. Harris
10). Assists - Middle Tennessee 10, (Duncan 4). Murray
State 11 (Townsend 5). Total

Hey Suhhkof>un ~oo ""~'Y the modo in
l'loricb and dnn ., get mt<l ~ ny lroUble. s..-e
y:t when )'flu come b3ck Quit !he 1t3"""'

Southeast:
The Pyramid,
Memphis, Tenn.
Charlotte Coliseum
Charlotte, N.C.

Murray State {88)

Murray State (74)

....-:~nt r>nc:! MW

East:
Pittsburgh Civic Arena,
Pittsburgh
Lawrence Joel Veterans Memorial Coliseum,
Winston-Salem, N.C.

Murray State 88
Austin Peay 85 OT

Murray State 74,
Middle Tennessee 48

Pcr~onals

NCAA First and Second
Round Sites

fouls - Middle Tennessee 16,
Murray State 20. Technical fouls
- none.
A- 4,044
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TOWNSEND
Continued from Page 1
I

in both scoring and assists. He
had 22 points and five assists
in the 74-48 win over Middle
Tennessee and 28 points and
six assists in the 88-85 overtime championship victory
over Austin Peay.
Those electrifying performances garnered Townsend
tournament MVP honors.
Townsend knows that tour-

nament play requires extra
effort on everyone's part.
"We've been shooting well,
with Vincent and D.T.," he
said. "When you get into postseason play, it's one loss and
you're out. The mixture of
them scoring and me passing
the ball was good. I didn't
want to come back from a loss
and say '1 didn't do well
enough to win."'
Mayes praised Townsend's
clutch efTort in OVC final.
"His performance was big·

GOVERNOR
Conrinucd from PaHe 1

storm on ideas to improve the system.
"If we're going to make ourselves
better, we have to talk about our problems," he said.
The group responded to Patton's
request by outlining to the governor
several perceived problems with Kentucky's higher education system.
Some of the topics mentioned to the
governor were politics in education,
the state's management of higher education, the community colleges ond
technical schools and the respective
roles of these institutions and the role
of the state's regional universities as

time," he said. "AB for me, I
didn't shoot the ball very well,
but he carried us on his back
the last two games of the OVC
Tournament. Because ofhim,
we're in the 'Big Dance."'
Rainey agreed.
"He played a tremendous
tournament," he said. "He
broke a lot of assist records in
the regular season and what
he did in the tournament gives
everybody something to look
forward to for next year."
Teammates and coaches feel

compared to the apparent role of the
state's flagship institution, the University of Kentucky.
The governor, too, hit upon some
issues which he questioned the group
about.
"Let's talk about. the Kentucky Education Reform Act," the governor said
following suggestions by Faculty Senate President James Willis and others
in the group that the education refonn
might be used as a model for higher
education in the state.
Patton suggested that higher education might not be able to handle the
increased scrutiny and other performance standards that go along with
the local autonomy K.ERA provides.

The Murray State News
March 6, 1997

Townsend has played with an
extra enthusiasm lately.
"I think he has played well
over the past couple of weeks,"
said head coach Mark Gottfried. "He is one of the big
reasons why we are going to
the NCAA."
"Everybody on the team
knew he was capable of doing
what he did last weekend,"
Mayes said. "He's always
played with confidence. He's
always saying he could guard
anybody in the world.!'

Even though students may
not like the idea of closing one
of the campus food outlets,
Benriter says that this is a
decision that must be made.

"It has come to the point
where we can't do it (have
three stores open) anymore,"
he said.
At the March 4 weekly Residential College Association

I

#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
753-0UJ

"So I was pleased with the meeting."
Alexander said he believes the governor heard his points on Kentucky
higher education but noted that hear·
ing and even understanding an educational point does not always mean the
governor will be able to overcome the
political issues involved once back in
Frankfort.
"We're going to have to fight politically too," Alexander said.
That is the only recourse for the
University, Alexander said, until such
time as the governor and General
Assembly begin the process of drafting
legislation. At that time it will become
clear if Patton is still willing to listen
or not.
·
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Racer Round-Up Championship Rodeo Wee~
March 18 • 23
Tuesday - 6:30 p.m. Cowboys & Cowgirls for cash
We will auction each athlete for 2 hrs. of labor.
Free chili dinner with every purchase.

Thursday- 7 p.m. Mutton busting for kids 6 & under
(limited to first 10 entries)

•li'lREIID ADl'll:IflSliON ~0 MS'U STltmBNm•
7:30p.m. Racer Round Up Championship Rodeo

Friday- 7 p.m. Mutton busting for kids 6 & under
(limited to first 10 entries)
7:30p.m. Racer Round Up Championship Rodeo

Saturday - 8:30 a.m. Open barrel race $200 added
10 a.m. Jr. rodeo
7 p.m. Mutton busting for kids 6 & under
(limited to first 10 entries)
7:30p.m. Racer Round Up Championship Rodeo
Coronation of Miss Round-Up Queen

Sunday· 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. High School Rodeo

GUARANTEED TO BE AN EXCITING SHOW!
Stock will be provided by
Keith Hall. Ashflat. AR.

--

Other attractions - Silent auction, calf raffie and lots of vendors.
support the sorority candidates for Miss Round-Up Queen

(RCA) meeting, the issue of
whether to close Hart Deli or
Fast Tracks was brought up.
Although some students voiced
their dislike for the plan, the
general assembly of the RCA
expressed their support.
SGA
President
Derek
Somerville hopes there is a
solution to be found.
"Anything that is a service to
students we want to keep," he
said. "But when it comes to dollars and cents, we do not have
options."

~NEW§IIGIH!Jr

Just 1 Block from MSV Dorms

l
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Continued from Page 1

"If we're going to take the KERA lar programs that develop out of his
model then we are going to take the visits with the state schools for two to
other half of that as well," he said.
four more weeks.
"I just tried to challenge people
The governor also questioned what
he sees as needless duplication in tonight and to provoke them," he said.
higher education programs across the "This has been very informative.
There were half a dozen significant
state.
Patton cited specifically the state's issues brought up here that we're
masters degree programs and ques- going to have to grapple with."
Alexander said he was pleased with
tioned whether or not the state would
be better without some of the pro- the meeting and is encouraged that
grams.
some of the issues the governor will
"We've got masters degrees pro- consider are ones important to Murgrams offered by five universities that ray State.
"I would say we got most of the
graduated nine masters degrees last
issues discussed that I had outlined
year," Patton said.
After the meeting, Patton said he for myself, and I think it carried
does not expect to outline any particu- through pretty well," Alexander said.

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC

Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

FOOD STORES

..

